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2760 N. Studebaker Road, Long Beach, CA 90815-1697
(562) 570-3100 • FAX (562) 570-3109
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July 24, 2018

HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
City of Long Beach
California

RECOMMENDATION:

Receive and file the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan; and accept Categorical
Exemption CE-18-023. (District 9)

DISCUSSION

In 2015, the Department of Parks, Recreation and Marine was awarded a HEAL Zone grant
for the production of an open space plan in North Long Beach. The Healthy Eating and
Active Living, or HEAL Zone, is a place-based healthy community initiative in North Long
Beach sponsored by Kaiser Permanente. The purpose of the grant was to develop an open
space plan that expanded the total park space and enhanced linkages between residents
and available park space to establish healthy, active, and safe places to recreate in the Ninth
District of the City of Long Beach.

The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan (Vision Plan) (Attachment A) serves as a visionary
document to guide potential future development of open space, and identifies new and
innovative opportunities to fill a need for publicly-accessible open space and recreation
facilities in the North Long Beach community. The Vision Plan includes an existing
conditions analysis, examination of opportunity types, summary of the public outreach
process, community-driven vision, and implementation strategies. The Vision Plan looks
back to how the park system has evolved to its current state and the previous efforts in
planning and development that have informed the path forward. It also develops a blueprint
for the possible creation and preservation of open spaces, recreation facilities, and parks.
The Vision Plan is a plan for future park investment, anticipated over a long-term horizon,
which will be implemented incrementally over time as capital, maintenance, and operating
resources allow.

"We create community and enhance the quality of life through people, places, programs and partnerships"
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The Vision Plan is built upon years of previous work related to analyzing the North Long
Beach environment, and incorporates multiple plans, including the Los Angeles County Park
Needs Assessment (2016), Mobility Element (2013), Community Livability Plan (2008), Long
Beach RiverLink Plan (2008), North Long Beach Design Guidelines (2005), General Plan
and Open Space and Recreation Element (2002), and several Los Angeles River plans still
in development. The analysis uses several types of indicators that affect a person's access
to open space, including public health, transportation, land use, environmental health, and
demographic information.

Building upon these previous planning and outreach efforts, three unique community
engagement activities were developed to obtain robust community input, including: (1) The
Open Space Game, which empowered participants to identify potential open space locations
and amenities within realistic planning obstacles; (2) The Dot Game, which gave participants
the opportunity to prioritize the open space ideas based on neighborhoods; and, (3) A one-
day pop-up park program, which demonstrated the most popular community-identified open
space ideas and provided an opportunity for conceptual design feedback. Thousands of
residents, business owners, and other stakeholders participated in various phases of the
outreach, ensuring the community was fairly represented. The community engagement
process resulted in 14 priority projects across North Long Beach where all neighborhoods
are represented.

The Vision Plan is designed to provide a complete picture for why, where, when, and how to
expand publicly-accessible open space in North Long Beach. It is grounded by case studies,
best practices, statistics, considerable community input, and adopted policy, ensuring that
the projects, programs, and policies proposed in the Vision Plan contain significant value.
On February 15, 2018, the Parks and Recreation' Commission approved the Vision Plan
(Attachment B).

This matter was reviewed by Deputy City Attorney Linda T. Vu on March 23, 2018 and by
Revenue Management Officer Geraldine Alejo on May 1, 2018.

SUSTAINBILITY

While approval of the Vision Plan has no immediate sustainability impact, individual projects
developed through the implementation of the Vision Plan support the City of Long Beach's
existing pedestrian, bike, and park plans. These plans provide for safe connectivity between
neighborhoods, commercial corridors, and parks, and create additional acres of open space
in an underserved part of Long Beach. Future projects are anticipated to incorporate
sustainable elements and materials, wherever possible, and comply with the City's green
building and water efficiency policies.

In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), this Vision Plan has
been determined to be categorically exempt (Attachment C).
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TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

City Council action is requested on July 24, 2018, to assist in the City's efforts to plan for
upcoming grant opportunities.

FISCAL IMPACT

The total cost of the Vision Plan was $55,000, which was funded by a HEAL Zone grant and
one-time funds from Council District Nine. There is no fiscal or local job impact associated
with this recommendation as the Vision Plan is intended to be the framework for future
investment. The Vision Plan provides initial cost estimates for priority projects, although
funding for projects outlined have not yet been identified and further detailed cost estimates
will need to be created when implementation resources are identified. The work done
throughout the Vision Plan process will become the basis for future grant funding requests
as the City seeks grants for these and other citywide priorities. As municipal resources for
maintaining and programming existing park facilities are already strained, the Vision Plan is
long-term, intended to be phased in over time, as projects, operations, and maintenance
funding becomes available, or as greater stewardship from community and corporate
partners is identified.

SUGGESTED ACTION:

Approve recommendation.

Respectfully submitted,

GERARDO MOUET
DIRECTOR OF PARKS, RECREATION AND MARINE

GM:SS:MR:vd

Attachments

APPROVED:

TRICK H. WEST
CITY MANAGER
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The Uptown Open Spac Vision Plan serves as a visionary
docume t to guide future development of open space in
North Long Beach for years to come.





The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan identifies new and creative opportunities te
fill community needs for publicly accessible open space and recreation facilities in
North Long Beach. The Plan includes an existing conditions analysis, examination of
Opportunity Types, summary of the public outreach process, community driven vision
and Implementation Strategies. It looks back to how the park system has evolved to
its current state and the previous fforts in planning and development that informed
the path forward. It also develops a blueprint for the creation and preservation of open
spaces, recreation facilities, an parks.

WHO DOES THIS
PLAN SERVE?

The Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan focuses on Council District 9
in Long Beach, as it was sponsored
by the Office of Vice Mayor Rex
Richardson and the Healthy Eating
Active Living [HEAL] Zone, a place-
based healthy community initiative
in North Long Beach sponsored by
Kaiser Permanente, This collective
investment on behalf of North
l.onq Beach residents recognizes
that the community is dramatically
underservedby the amount of available
publicly accessible open space due
to historic growth patterns that did
not balance park investment with
private development.

The Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan is a valuable tool for the Long
Beach Parks,Recreation and Marine
department to identify opportunities
for future open space development,
infrastructure investment and
recreational programming in North
Long Beach,A vision plan establishes
concepts for future study and
implementation and ismeant to serve
asmore of a guiding document than
a prescriptive document The Plan
provides a conceptual framework
for sustainably expanding public
open space access for residents in
the study area The Uptown Open
Space Vision Plan not only benefits
park planners and City Officials but

also provides the community a clear
vision for a greener community. Long
Beach Parks,Recreation and Marine
will work with the Department of
Development Servicesto incorporate
the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan
in the Long Beach General Plan
and partner with the Public Works
Department as well as any other
relevant government agencies to
implement the policies, programs
and projects identified in the Plan,
The recommendations for new parks
and greenways will be reflected in
future plansand Capital Improvement
programs,

The Uptown Open SpaceVision Plan
will guide the public investment of
open space and greenway projects
for the City of Long Beach aswell as
public and private partners, This Plan
also establishes larger open space
goals and builds the framework
for future funding. As the open
space network expands, greater
stewardship from community and
corporate partners will be necessary
asmunicipal resourcesfor maintaining
and programming existing park
facilities are already strained,

WHAT DOES THIS
PLAN CONSIDER?

As the Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan was directed by the Office
Council District 9, the Plan's primary
focus isset within the council district
boundary, which includes the area
of the City of Long Beach, north of
South Street. There is a recognized
inequity of the distribution of public
park space across Long Beach with
the large majority of park acreage
located on the east side of the city.
While East Long Beach has 16acres
of park space for every thousand
residents Central. West and North
Long Beach have closer to one acre
for every thousand residents. In
total, there are approximately 88
acresof existing park space in North
Long Beach. Much of this has to do
with the eras of city growth where
the later efforts of neighborhood
development included consideration
for park space.
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Accompanied by family, a child and their dog play together
at Coolidge Park in North Long Beach.
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DID WE STUDY?
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PLAN STRUCTURE

The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan is formatted to provide a complete
picture for why, where, when and how to expand publicly accessible open
space in North Lonq Beach The Uptown Open SpaceVision Plan isgrounded
by case studies, best practices, statistics, considerable community input
and adopted policy, insuring the projects, programs and policies proposed
in the plan contain significant value.

••• •1

Framesthe Uptown Open SpaceVision
Plan'spurpose,scope,and function.

Captures community opinion as it
relatesto open space and recreation.

6
Profiles the physical, social.
and economic landscape.

Imagines a bold future open space
network in North Long Beach

Describes North Long Beach's
open space network.

Maps out how the vision will
be implemented over time.

8 ". )

Presents the potential for open
space given existing constraints.

Additional information that
supplements the main document.

HOW is THIS PLAN IMPLEMEl"lTED?

The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan is to be implemented incrementally
over time as funding becomes available, envisioning a thirty year period. The
most publically visible method of implementation iswhen the Plan is used
to increase or consolidate land, programs, or servicesand support funding to
develop new or expanded parks in North Long Beach. The Plan also creates
priorities for strategic planning. evaluation of amenities and programs in
these future parks, and spending of budgeted capital improvement dollars.
The Plan provides a strategic guide for investments within the city and
shows potential funders the basis for new park development through the
depth of analysis, community input and collective consideration when
identifying open space for the community. The Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan will provide the bridge between different administrations, ensuring
that incremental development of open space remains consistent within
the larger park and greenway network.

o o o o
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CUIDINO PRINCIPLES

FOR THE UPTOWN

OPEN SPACE VISION PLAN

The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan is grounded on a series of guiding principles that
analyze the existing conditions of the community and open space network, study of
previous plans and best practices and deliberate conversations with residents and local
stakeholders within the study area. This allows the authors of the Plan, department staff
and policymakers to understand the drivers of the program, policies and projects that
result from it. The guiding principles are as follows:

Strive to increase the total size of
publicly accessible open space
to reach greater parity with other
parts of the city.

Link open spaces and greenways
into a continuous living system
that connects local residents to
wildlife and nature.

Use new park space to reduce
impacts from the local
environment while improving
availability of healthy activities.

Plan and design the open space
network to be environmentally
and economically sustainable.

Provide opportunities for open
space and recreational activities
within walkinq distance of every
resident

Create ways to better utilize public
space in dense and built-out
neighborhoods.

II~rROOUCT'ON
l,PTOWN OPEN SPACE 'ifSIDN PlAN



he U town Operaspace Vision Plan 'I
planning effgrts and spatially analyzes the need for open
space thi'ough a nlLlaidiscip~ina~yapproac d.





This Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan is built upon years of previous
work related to analyzing the North
Long Beach environment. engaging
community stakeholders and
developing plans related to open
space.The following pagessummarize
each of these foundational plans
and describe the key elements
that have led to the development
of the Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan. This chapter also presents an
existing conditions analysis based
on the Los Angeles County Park
Needs Assessment as well as other
studies to identify areas of greatest
open space need as well as the
gaps in the open space network.
The analysis uses several types of
indicators that all affect a person's
access to open space including

public health. transportation, land
use. environmental health. and
demographic information.

Thefollowing isanoverviewof planning
efforts that have been adopted or
are in the process of formulation
with relevance to identify new open
space opportunities in the Uptown
Open SpaceVision Plan.Keyelements
were identified to reveal specific
projects. policies or implementation
trategies for developing new and
expanded public open space and
enhanced linkages between existing
and new parks and neighborhoods.
The following planning documents
are ordered based on their influence
to the overall Plan.

i

/

TOP

50mo M th ••• Istlng planning documents that support
the de •• lopman! af the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan.
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Barriers such as this street light and freeway on-ramp
limits various users from accessing destinations
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PARKS NEEDS
ASSESSMENT
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GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
OPEN SPACE AND
RECREATION ELEMENT
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The County of Los Angeles embarked on a multi-year parks assessment
to determine the needs for park repairs, new amenities and new parks
across the county's incorporated and unincorporated areas. Demographic
analysis, multi-agency and facility assessments were conducted throughout
the county to establish priorities for a bond measure that was approved
by7S percent of voters in November of 2016. The bond measure assessed
properties over the next thirty years to fund park maintenance, new
amenities and the development of new parks in communities of need

Develop vvalking and fitness trail
along the surplus right-of-\Nay and
embankment of the SR-91 Freeway

Expand Davenport Park through the
second phase development project

The Open Space and Recreation Element addresses the requirements
of open space planning with a special emphasis on planning for public
recreation. Four topical areas are required to be covered by Open Space
and Recreation Elements! [1) open space for the preservation of natural
resources, [2] open space for the managed production of resources, [3)
open space for public health and safety, [4) and open space for outdoor
recreation. The material herein on open space for the preservation and
production of natural resources and open space for public health and safety
is somewhat condensed in this Open Space and Recreation Element. It is
recognized that in this large and diverse community these topics deserve
special focus.

1
I

os POliCY 3.1.Identify the need for,
and maintain, open space buffers to
protect livesand property from natural
and manmade disasters

os POUCV 4.1: Inventory and analyze
City-owned lands,blighted properties
and former oil drilling sites to identify
parcels that can be converted to open
spaces or parks and recreation

OS POLICY 4.11.Create a top-level
committee composed of the City
Council, administrators, and key Long
Beach Unified School District [LBUSD]
officials to enhanceutilization of school
sites for public recreation

CONTEXT
UPTOWN OPEN SpACE vlsrON PLAN

OS POLICY1.4: Work to acquire and
restore lands along the San Gabriel
and LosAngeles Rivers and wetland
habitats and greenways.

OS POllCV 3.3: Identify areas of
flood, earthquake fault, noise and
other hazards for purposes of open
space acquisition.

OSPOUCY 4.8: Analyze opportunities
for open space linkages including
bicycle trails, rights-of-way, parks,
rivers and beaches; and develop an
inteqrated open space and recreation
trails plan.



PARKS, RECREATION &
MARINE STRATEGIC PLAN

The Department of Parks, Recreation, and Marine developed a strategic
plan to identify current issues and potential future challenges to the
Department and to develop strategies for meeting them. The resulting
plan incorporates many elements of the City's Strategic Plan and is used
to direct the department's recreational programming, park and facility
development and improvement, and administrative decisions for the next
ten years. The mission of the Long Beach Department of Parks, Recreation,
and Marine, "We create comrnunity and enhance the quality of life in Long
Beach through people, places, programs, and partnerships," guides the
focus and vision of the Strategic Plan.

Increase public acces:. to school
district recreational facilitles

Acquire and develop a park at tile
Iocation of 501 East 67th Street.

Increase open space access as well
as the total amount of perk space in
Long Beach.

GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
LAND USE ELEMENT

The Land Use Element directs the long term physical development of
the city by guiding use form and characteristics of improvements on the
land. It designates the location, types and intensity of housinq, businesses,
industries, open spaces, public buildings, airports, ports, marinas and other
uses in Long Beach It also focuses on the city's urban form and character by
addressing the height and massing of buildings, the relationship between
building fayades and public sidewalks and streets, and character features
such as community gathering places or pedestrian amenities. In essence,
the element sets out the ultimate physical pattern of development and
how buildings are used in Long Beach.
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W POUCY'l9-7:Identify and establish
wildlife movement corridors between
urban open spaces,wetlai ids and the
San Gabriel and LosAngeles Hivers.

Expand publicly accessible open space
by transltioninq Southern California
Edison rlqht-of-way [SCEROW] and
facilities east of Orange Avenue to
a park.

LU POLICY 20-1: Transition the l.os
Allgeles and San Gabriel Rivers to
more attractive, multi-functional.
healthier environments that are easiiy
accessible for passive recre tion

- ~ - - - ~
CONT"XT
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GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
MOBILITY ELEMENT
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The Mobility Element establishes the vision,goals,policies,and implementation
measures required to improve and enhance the city's local and regional
transportation networks, transforming Long Beach into a community that
balances the needs of all modes of transportation aswell as the health and
quality of life for residents. This Element presents the City's future plan for
improving the way people, goods and resources move from place to place.

Strengthen the pedestrian lin ages
on Long Beach Boulevard, Artesia
Boulevard and Atlantic Avenue.

Treat streets as an lmpo: tant part of
the public open space system, and
Integral part ofthe city's urban forest

GENERAL PLAN UPDATE
URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT

Introduce bike boulevards on various
t lelghborhood streets throuqhout
North Long Beach.

Add classIIblk laneson Long Beach
Boulevard, Artesia Boulevard Harding
net South Street

The Urban Design Element defines urban design guidelines that represent
the values of the Long Beach community, ensuring that the built environment
continues to contribute to the identity and qualities that make the city a
unique and desirable place for people to visit and call home. The intended
outcome of this Urban Design Element is to strengthen the existing
areas of the city that are already illustrative of the identity and qualities
representative of the community's values. At the same time, urban design
goals and strategies for weaving areas of land use conflict back into the
urban fabric of the city will be outlined. Urban design goals and strategies
will be informed by the defined values of the community and the context
of the City of Long Beach.

Create, restore, and preserve Open
SpaceusingSouthemCalif I ia Edison
right-of-way [SCE ROW] and facilities
east of Orange Avenue to open space
"lnd acquiring the property at SOl
East 67th Street.

POUCY UlJ 7.£)-3:Look foropportunitles
on underutiHzed streets to repurpose
whore unused roadwaycan become
open space [ie" an enlarged parkway,
greening unpaved alleys, linear, or
pocket park]

POLICY UD 28-1: Provide leadership
and work with the community to
restore and rehabilitate habitats
and lands along the San Gabriel
River and LosAngeles River, the Los
CerritosWetlands, Colorado Lagoon,
and the Alamitos Bay, Los Cerritos
Wetlands, Colorado LAgoon, and the
Alamitos Bay

~'OUCY UD 32-3: Transfer in underused
lotsand public properties into vibrant,
social, public spacesto accorrunod ate
community gatlwrings and events

CONTEXT
!Jf'TOWtf OPEN SPACE VISION PLAN



RIVERLlI'JK
PLAN
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LOS ANGELES
RIVER PLANS

I "

The RlverLink Plan provides a framework to connect west side neighborhoods,
and greater Long Beach, with the Los Angeles River. The RiverLink concept
oak root in January 2003, studying the opportunities to create a continuous
greenway along the east bank of the Los Angeles River. The west bank of
the Los Angeles River was not included in the stu Iy, b It there is possibility
to transfer some of the design concepts to the west bank as the overall
1-710 Freeway Plan is implemented. RiverLink seeks to define a sense of
place and envision possibilities for an integrated open space system for
the west side of Long Beach.

Develop Southern California Edison
right-oF-way [SeEnow] to the east
of the Los /\ngeles Wver to Orange
Avenue,

Enhur-c ' i\c.tl'lc. t, lnspvl" rtio n
CCYln'C tlons to thE' Los I-'nqE'i'"
rlive( trail

Improve active transpor tation east-
west connections of the Los ,\ngek~s
rliV2i c rid 1-710~'reeway

Beyond the Riverlink Plan that studied open space opportunities along the
Los Angeles River within the City of Long Beach there have been numerous
regional studies of the five miles of the Los Angeles River that includes
those portions in Long Beach. From the 1930 Olmsted Plan for the County
of Los Angeles to efforts by the Lower Los Angeles River Working Group,
River LA and Friends of the Los Angeles River, there are many visions that
include the channel as well as the areas on either side of its banks. While
much of the emphasis of landscape and urban designers has been within
the City of Los Angeles, the significant public investment that is coming
through the 1-710 Freeway expansion should provide greater light on the
Lower Los Angeles River in the Gateway Cities. Despite varied study areas,
scopes and considerations there are a number of parallel elements to
these various plans.

Use the Los Angeles Fllver as a
regional activity trail for bicycling
walking, running and where available
equestrians.

Expand stormvvater management
capacity throuqh environmentally
sustainable m thods\Jvitinit il))~ , ting
necessary hydrology

Utilize adjacent residual undeveloped
spaces and infrastructure for new
parks, wildlife habitats and open
sp lees

Strengthen linkages on bet'J\/ n
the east and weSt bank of the iver.

- - - -I' _ •••••
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Committing to develop and implement a Community Livability Plan for
the 1-710 corridor neighborhoods in the City of Long Beach is a natural
outgrowth of a single crucial realization: neighborhoods within the i-710
corridor bear a disproportionate share of the negative impacts resulting
from the operation of the 1-710 Freeway and the Ports of Long Beach and
LosAngeles Further, they receive few of the benefits derived from the $3
billion in goods that are transported through their neighborhoods that
arrive through the two ports. This plan seeks to bring a better balance
between residents' exposure to environmental and health hazards, and
the benefits and investments they want and need in order to maintain a
healthy environment in which to live, learn, work and play

COMMUNITY
LIVABILITY PLAN

1-7"10EI"mtJ;"It i FGb!Ud, Y lOOl.~
Public lNnrl\"

Createan urban forest buffer between
1-"110 Freeway and Coolidge Triangle
neighborhood.

Use the Southern California Edison
right-of-way to develop a greenbelt
east and west of \-710 Freeway/Los
Angeles River.

Transform West South Street into a
greenbeltusingparkwaylmprovements
aswall as vacant properties.

Install Class 2 bike lanes and bike
boulevard along Harding Street.

NORTH LONG BEACH
DESIGN GUIDELINES

The North Long Beach Design Guidelines are intended to serve as a guide
for property owners and developers who are planning new development
projects or renovation of existing structures in North Long Beach and for
City of Long Beach Redevelopment Agency and Planning staff who review
those projects. The guide includes recomrnendations on how to provide
street landscaping, greening and overall improvement of visual character,
as well as how to upgrade and maintain public infrastructure, including
streetscape and landscape improvements in all districts.

J I,) , ,,) I 1J' iI / --J (
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Enhancelinkagesalongthoroughfares
using medians, street trees and other
landscape treatmer I(S.

CONTF.;xr
UPTOWN OPEN SPACE VISION I>LA~J



The community snapshot provides
an overview of important community
parameters including population,
language isolation, race and
ethnicity, and age distribution. The
Los Angeles County Park Needs
Assessment used these and other
key community characteristics as
a dashboard comparison between
the study areas delineated across
the COLI nty.

Having agreaterunderstanding of the
larger community helps ensure that
the open space recommendations
respond directly to community-
identified needs. The need for open
space can be understood in terms
of total residential population by
observing the amount of open
space acreage per 1,000 people.

It is also important to understand
the percentage of people who are
isolated within the community.
Studying the map of population
distribution by race and ethnicity
can inform a culturally sensitive
ideation of recommendations. Lastly,
by understanding the population
distribution by age, age groups that
are normally not considered in the
planning process can participate as
well. The following pages provide a
summary of the LosAngeles County
ParkNeedsAssessmentand presents
their relevance to the overall Plan

I

Murat in North Long Beach Indlctlting whe.re local
landmarks are located in the community.

II •

:'BOVElN~

los Angeles Ne ghborhoodtand Trust facilitating a
workshop for the LACounty Park Needs Assessment.

- - -<- ~I ,
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POPULATION

The metric of population evaluates
the expanded study area's basis
and represents the total number of
people living within the LosAngeles
County Park Needs Assessment
study area boundary. Los Angeles
County population estimate data was
processed to distribute populations
to a one acre grid system so that
populations are more accurately
represented within each study area.
Del Arno Boulevard was used as the
demarcation line for the expanded
study area making up North Long
Beach. At over ninety thousand,
the residential population makes
up almost exactly one-fifth of the
entire city, including the entirety of
Council District 9 and the majority
of Council District 8.

Residential population is most often
one of the primary determinants for
calculating the need for open space,

LINGUISTICALLY
ISOLATED POPULATION

This is a population in which all
members that are 14years or older
speak a non- English language and
also speak English less than "very
well." The percent reported in the

THe COU'IT), AVERAGE I, 26 ,\ND \H~
UOIAINAfH l4rIGlIA.GE AMONG THOSE WHO
A[<E L1N{~UIS neALL, ISOLATEC' IS Sr(,NI;H

with further layers based on need
and access For example, the City of
Long Beach states in the Open Space
Element Update of the General Plan
the goal of achieving 8 acres of open
space per 1,000 residents. Given that
the study area has 0.9 acres of open
space per lOa a residents, there is
a clear need for more open space
based on population.

• y
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ACRES OF PARK
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report is the total percent of the
population in the Study Area that
is linguistically isolated. In addition,
the language spoken by the greatest
percent of the linguistically isolated
population is noted.

Public open space can provide
shared social space for residents who
otherwise find themselves isolated
due to their limited understanding
of the English language. Linguistic
isolation between the County and
expanded study area are fairly
consistent at just over a quarter
of the respective populations. The
highest percentage of those who are
linguistically isolated are Spanish-
speakers, which is the case in North
Long Beach as well.

-.





POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
BY RACE/ETHNICITY

The data on race was compiled
from U.S.Census Bureau American
Community Survey 5 year estimates
[2010], and further processed by Los
Angeles County to address any data
inaccuracies. The U.S.Census Bureau
collects racial data in accordance
to guidelines provided by the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget
[OMB]. This data is based on self-
identification. OMB requires that race
data is collected for a minimum of
five groups: White, Black or African
American, American Indian or Alaska
Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian
or other Pacific Islander. The data
used to report information on Asian
ethnic groups is from the 2010 US

Census; and thus does not reflect
any chanqes to the distribution of
these ethnic groups since that time.
There are numerous studies of how
different cultures have come to use
public open space of all kinds, and
these spaces should respond to
these users while being flexible to
adapt to those differences. Unlike
the large county population, the
expanded study area has a racial
majority made up of Latinos [in
the county, there is a Latino plural
majority]. African Americans make
up a nearly a quartet' of North Long
Beach'spopulation, while Whites and
Asian Americans make up most of
the remaining quarter.
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POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION BY AGE

The age groups shown in the statistics
represent children [ages 0-9]; tweens
and teens [10-17]; young adults [l8-
24]; adults of typical child-rearing
age [25-5L,]; older adults [55-65] and
seniors [65+]. Different age groups
havedifferent needs and use patterns
for open space that park amenities
and programming need to consider.
For example, school age children are
typically in school during the day
while retirees might make use of

LA' U

Native American

African American

parks during that time. Nearly half of
the residential population within the
expanded study area are below 25
or above 65 years of age with similar
comparisons to LosAngeles County
at large. That proportion adj usts to
a younger population in North Long
Beach though maintains a fairly
consistent working age population.
The typically retired age residents
[65+] make up less than a quarter
of that population.
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The LosAngeles County Parks Needs
Assessment emphasized a series of
select indicators when highlighting
communities in need. Population
density, poverty, vehicle access,
obesity and asthma E.R.visits were
documented though varying scales
of geography, ranging in areas
as large cIS zip codes to as small
as census tracts. The community
characteristics are based on a cross
section of socio-economic, public
health and pollution indicators.

The community characteristicsprovide
an interdisciplinary understanding of
where open space is most needed.
Population density helps to spatially
indicate where imbalances between
the ratio of parks to people exist.
Households without accessto vehicles

inform the level of accessibility to
nearby parks. An examination of
poverty levels offers information as
to which communities would benefit
the most from free recreational
servicesand activities. Understanding
the relationship between the built
environment and public health, areas
of high childhood obesity indicates a
relationship to existing park locations.
Lastly.studying where concentrated
cases of emergency room visits for
asthma treatment occurs isimportant
as parks can provide environrnental
health benefits as well

Bird's eye view of North long Beach facing east along the
south side of the 91 Freeway.

"' I
Pedestrian walkIng down Atlantic Avenue, near Houghton
ParklVeteran's Valor Plaza.
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COMBINED COMMUNITV CHARACTERISTICS

This map shows the result of overlaying the previous five maps [poverty,
population density, no vehicle access, school obesity and asthma E.P.. visits).
The data are classified into five categories: very low, low, moderate, high,
and very high using a quantile-based approach.

Areas shown in the "very low" category generally have low rates of poverty,
population density, low rates of no vehicle access, low rates of obesity, and
low numbers of asthma E.R. visits. Conversely, areas in the "Very High"
category generally have high rates of poverty, high population density,
high rates of no vehicle access, high rates of obesity, and high numbers
of asthma E.R. visits. The very high rate neighborhoods tend to gravitate
toward the northwest and northeast corners and south portions of the
expanded study area. The Powell, Coolidge Park, Hamilton, and Grant
neighborhoods have fairly low rates.

GVery High High Moderate Low Very Low

AUTOMOBILE
ACCESS

POVERTY
LEVEL

SCHOOL
OBESITY

ASTHMA
E.R. VISITS

SEE APPENDIX FOR DETAILED
MAPS AND DESCRIPTIONS.
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It i~;irnportantto studythecharacteristics
of the physical environment that
affect the economic, environmental
and medical health community.
The functional relationships and
interconnectivity can allude to why
portionsof the citymight performmore
cohesively than others Infrastructure,
transportation networks and land-
uses vary greatly in their respective
makeup, taking decades to change,
even with the rno st deliberate
planning and investrnent.

An observationof the existingland-use
pattern provides an understanding
of the diverse built environment and
area~ of open space potential and
conflict A closer examination of the
block structure shows the limits to
pedestrian connectivity, such as

long blocks and physical barriers.
By also studying transit and bicycle
connectivity, which relate to a larger
active transportation network, it is
possible to determine opportunities
for a larger open space network.
Lastly, observing the bicycle and
pedestrian collisions map shows
potential infrastructure improvement
locations to enhance accessibility
to open space. The analysis of the
built environment helped to begin
the conversation with stakeholders
as to the physical opportunities and
challenges of open space planning.

TOP

The street life is activated with an active storefront
environment with street furniture and transit accessibility.
!,>1 l~n,'rI-I1\','" 1\

M10VE lNStf

Several of North Long Beach's reglonll[ connectors and
bouLevards are designed for vehicles, some spanning as
much as 80 feet of roadway width.
r, 'or- '(rlit d(\(
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LAND USE

This rn a p shows the land uses
as of 2017 classified as industrial,
institutional. open space, residential
and commercial functions. Land
use planning attempts to balance
the highest and greatest use for
a property with the economic,
environrnental and medical health
of the larger community. As shown
in the map, the study area is mainly
comprised of residential areas
with commercial uses along major
corridors. There are large portions
of industrial area as well. especially
along the train line. Part of this task
includes mitigating past conflicting
land uses, often between residential
and industrial uses.

CONNECTIVITY

This map shows the neighborhood
blocks divided by street rights-of-way,
freeways and the Los Angeles River.
The block structure determines relative
ability to reach any destination on
foot or vehicle. With a continuous
street grid with accessible sidewalks.
traveling to destinations are relatively
consistent with absolute distance.
When there are inconsistencies in
the network whether from significant
infrastructure [like freeways], long
street blocks, or large amounts
of cui-de-sacs. connectivity and
neighborhood cohesion breaks
down. In the study area, residential
areas have smaller blocks, but such
is not the case in the commercial
and industrial areas. The freeways,
electric transmission corridor, and
the Los Angeles River further limit
the connectivity of the area,
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BICYCLE +
PEDESTRIAN COLLISIONS

This rnap shows all bicycle- and
pedestrian-related collisions with
automobiles, using data from the
Transportation Injury Mapping
System [2003-2012]. The size of
the circle on the map indicates the
number of collisions occurring in
and around a given location. Point
data is clustered to consolidate
accidents occurring within 500
feet of one another This clustering
technique simplifies analysis of the
data - larger circles indicate more
collisions, smaller circles indicate
fewer. Based on this spatial analysis,
we can identify collision hotspots,
with the largest occurring around
the Starr King neighborhood.

HU\NSIT ROUTES

1his map shows the transit-priority
streets, including primary transit
streets and secondary transit streets
as determined in the Mobility
Elernerit of the General Plan The
backbone of the city's transit system,
primary transit streets, provide
regional connections, serve a high
volume of riders and offer frequent
service with transit headways of15
minutes or lessduring peak hours.
On these streets, transit will be given
priority over automobiles. Future
improvements for these corridors
might include signal prioritization,
enhanced bus stops and bus-only
lanes As shown in the map. east-
west connectivity is limited and
there are opportunities to enhance
north south connections.

i Very High

Low

I HIgh

Very Low

Moderate
Cl Study Area
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Primary Transit Street

Existing Route
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BICYCLE FACILITIES

This map shows existing and
proposed bikeways as shown in the
2017 Long Beach Bike Master Plan
Update. As shown, improvements
for each street corridor will include
dedicated bicycle paths and bicycle
boulevards. The completed network
will encourage people of all ages
and abilities to ride bicycles for their
daily needs. By giving people a safe
and convenient way to access transit
corridors, the enhanced network
will also encourage increased transit
ridership. Bicycle-priority corridors
can be enhanced as an open space
amenity, creating connections for a
larger open space network.

PEDESTRIAN-PRIORITY AREAS

As part of the Long Beach Mobility
Element [2013],the City has identified
pedestrian-priority areas that make it
easier, safer and more enjoyable for
people to walk to their destinations.
In these areas, pedestrians should
take priority over other modes of
transportation. For pedestrian-priority
areas already deemed walkable,
the city will continue to maintain
and improve the street design
with additional enhancements,
including street trees, pedestrian
streetlights, benches, trans and
recycling receptacles, intersection
bulb-outs, bollards, outdoor dining,
enhanced crosswalksand landscaped
planters. In North Long Beach, these
areas include segments of Artesia
and Long Beach Boulevards, Market
Street and Atlantic Avenue,

,..
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There have been severalstudies that
indicate the environmental health
benefits of parks and vegetation.
Besides the direct effect that
regularly inhaling toxic chemicals
has on public health, air pollution
generally forces local residents to be
less physically active, encouraging
obesity and other related health
impacts. Therefore, it is important
to study the characteristics of the
physical environment that impact
the economic, environmental and
medical health community.

The LosAngeles County ParksNeeds
Assessment used CalEnviroScreento
measuredrFferenttypesofenvironmental
health indicators.CalEnviroScreenisa
screening methodology used to help
identify California's environmentally

disadvantaged communities that
are burdened by multiple sources
of pollution, measuring ozone
concentration, diesel particulate
matter [PM] and PM2.5. Ozone is
among the most widespread air
pollution health threats and can
cause lung irritation. inflammation
and worsening of existing health
conditions. Exhaust from diesel
engines contains amixture of particles
especially harmful to children and the
elderly PM25 isvery small particles
in air that can cause many serious
health effects including heart and
lung disease

I

An aerial view of the Port of Long Beach shows the air
pollution that affects the health of thousands of people

I I

Children are playing on t.he swings at Coolidge Park tn
Nor th Long Beach which runs alongSide the 1-710 Freeway.
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POLLUTION BURDEN

This map shows Pollution Burden scores, which range from 0-10. Pollution
Burden scores were calculated by CalEnviroScreen based on seven
exposure indicators [ozone concentrations in air; PM2.5 concentrations
in air; diesel particulate matter emissions; use of certain pesticides; toxic
releases from facilities; traffic density; drinking water contaminants], and
five environmental effect indicators [toxic cleanup sites; groundwater
threats; hazardous waste facilities and generators; impaired water bodies;
solid waste sites and facilities]. Exposure indicators are used to indicate
potential human exposure to pollutants; environmental effect indicators
are adverse environmental conditions caused by pollutants.
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SEE APPENDIX FOR DETAILED
MAPSAND DESCRIPTIONS.
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As the connections between public
he-alth and characteristics of the
physical environment are becoming
more evident, health indicators are
being used for planning everything
from open space planning to street
design Analyzing public health data.
type 2 diabetes rates and obesity
can help determine a community's
relative level of health isolation while
rates of asthma, heart disease and
cancer can indicate the impacts of air
pollution. Healthcare providers,health
foundations and health departments
areemphasizing place-basedinitiatives
based on the cross section of many
of these health indicators and public
investment in infrastructure, such
as park space, active transportation
facilities and habitat restoration is
following suit Crime isalso an area

of public health concern and can
be addressed by improving the
pedestrian environment to feel safer
and deter criminal activity. Body
weight is significantly associated
with physical activity and studies
find that environmental amenities,
such asaccess to outdoor recreation
facilities and amenities. promote
higher levels of physical activity
and have potential to contribute
to reducing obesity prevalence and
improving public health.

The new Michelle Obama Ubrarv hilS <lleur ninq qarden that
has edible fruit for those in the cornmunit {

I

Person shops at local Liquor stare, wlllch contetrw
unhealthy food options.
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HEALTH DISADVANTAGE

The purpose of this Health Disadvantage Index [HDI) is to prioritize public
and private investments, resources and programs. HDI includes diverse
non-medical economic, social, political and environmental factors that
influence physical and cognitive function, behavior and disease. These
factors are often called health determinants or social determinants of
health and form the root causes of disadvantage. Indicator data used for
HDI comes from publicly available sources and is produced at a census
tract level.

DIABETES
DEATHS

VIOLENT
CRIME

ADULT
OBESITY

SEE APPENDIX FOR DETAILED
MAPS AND DESCRIPTIONS.
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By examining the existing park system InNorth Long Bec!ch
usin m tries defined by the LosAngeles Coun I Department
f Parks and Reereatio I we can begin to strategiz the best

approach to serving the park need of rth Long Beach.
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Long Beach's recreational open
space in 1973was estimated to be
2,500 acres, Since then, there have
been about 200 acresof recreational
open space that have been added
to the existing stock, while the
number of Long Beach residents
has increased by over 30 percent
according to U,S.Census data, In
other words, the development of
new park space hasnot kept up with
the increase in population, which
is mostly the result of high land
costs and limited land availability.
In 1973, the ratio of recreational
open space to population was 70
acres per 1,000 residents, In 2016,
this ratio is only 5 8 acres per 1.000
residents Fur ther, much of the
recreational open space is located
in the eastern and coastal sections

of the community, while most of the
population growth has occurred in
the central. western, and northern
sections of the city,

As of 2018, residents of North Long
Beach are served by four public
parks,totaling lessthan ninety acres,
When considering this relative to
the rest of the city, this is a tenth of
Long Beach's residential population
served by less than three percent
of the total stock of municipally
owned public open space, There
are over one hundred and seventy
parks in Long Beach, with just four
of them in North Long Beach, The
newest park in North Long Beach IS

DeForest Park, which was created
over forty years ago,

.'
. "
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This map shows the locations of existing parks and
amenities both inside and outside the study area.

I

This family rides horses in DeForest Park.
I"
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PARK METRICS

This section presents an overview of where parks are needed most in the study area, considering available park
acres, distance to parks and population density, Other metrics are also included in this section such aswalkability,
amenity quantities, and amenity condition.

AMENITIES PER 100,000 PEOPLE

Amenity data presented for each study area was captured during the Inventory Web Portal phase of this needs
assessment. Each of the participating cities, the County of Los Angeles, and other State, Regional, and local
agencies reviewed their parks and reported their amenity information. For each study area, the number of each
amenity available per 100,000 people was calculated for comparison with Countywide, State Top Cities Average,
and National Top Cities Average numbers .
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ACCESSIBLE PARK ACRES

This map show the quantity of park
acres available to residents of the
study area. Accessible park acres
are calculated by assigning a park
service mea to each park, based on
the acres of the park and using the
County's service area standards as
a guide for parks under 10 acres.
rhe park service areas used were
as follows: 3 acre or smaller park:
!It, mile service area, 3-10 acre park:
Vz mile service area, more than 10
acre 01 Special Use Facilities. 2 mile
service area. Service area distances
are determined using the walkable
road/pedestrian network to more
accurately represent distance.
Populations located within the
service area of a park areconsidered
to have all those park acresavailable
to them Populated areas two
or more miles from a park are
represented as having zero park
acres available to them. Data was
categorized into 10 quantiles= the
higher the available park acres the
lower the need.

DlSTt.\I\ICE TO PAiR~(

ParI< availability is evaluated
by looking at each household's
distance from a park [refer to
"Distance to Park" in this Glossary
for additional information] The
Trust for Public Land's Center for
City Park Excellence identified a Y2
mile [approximately 10minute] walk
to a park as the distance that most
pedestrians are willing to walk to
reach a park. This distance has been
widely adopted as a standard for
providing nearby access to parks
and open space. Of the 100 largest
Cities in the United States that have
explicit park distance goals,over 60
percent LiseVz mile.
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PARK NEED

This was evaluated by examining
park acre need, distance to park, and
population density. Park acre need
is defined as the inverse of available
park acres: a greater number of
available park acres corresponds to
a lower level of park acre need, while
a smaller number of available park
acrescorresponds to a higher level of
park acre need. Parkacre need scores
were generated using a weighted
analysis, with park acre need
weighted as 20 percent, distance to
park weighted as 20 percent, and
population density weighted as
60 percent to the final park need
score. Park acre need scores were
placed into five categories: very low,
low, moderate, high, and very high.
Areas with the highest park need
have few available park acres, are a
long distance from parks and have
high population density. Conversely,
areaswith low-park need have more
available park acres, are closer to
parksand are lessdensely populated.

PARK ACRE NEEDS

Park pressure is the potential
demand if each resident of a
parkshed were to use the park
closest to them. A parkshed is
defined by a polygon containing
all households having the given park
as their closest park. The population
within this parkshed is then
calculated, providing an estimate
of the number of nearby potential
park users. The acreage of the park
under consideration is then used to
calculate the number of park acres
available per 1,000 people within
the parkshed. Parkswith fewer park
acres available per 1,000 residents
are more likely to experience heavy
use. Various studies report that
people are more likely to visit the
park closest to them than any other
park, and that people tend to visit
their closest park more frequently
than parks farther away. Thus, the
population contained within the
parkshed is the population most
likely to use the park at the center
of the parkshed.
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There are two neighborhood parks:
Ramona and Coolidge Parks, one
community park- DeForestPark and
Wetlands and one regional park:
Houghton Park. Houghton Park is
smaller in scale than many of the
community parks in Long Beach,
including DeForestPark,but due to
its location and community center, it
provides regional level services and
programs to the City,aswell assome
adjacent communities. Therefore,
this Plan identifies Houghton Park
asa regional-serving park.

Houghton Park'srespective sizeand
proximity means the neighborhood
between is well-served by the
public park network. Many of the
neighborhoods in North Long
Beach lack their own park and
have limited accessto parks in other
neighborhoods due to geographic
barriers like freeways,industrial areas,
and other infrastructure. As part of
the 2016LosAngeles County Needs
Assessment, the College Square,
Starr King, Hamilton, and McKinley
neighborhoods north of the SR-91
Freewaywere specifically identified
as neighborhoods with "high" or
"very high" need of new park space.
Information on these existing parks
presented in the following pages
from largest to smallest.

Three of the parks are clustered
relatively close to each other.
with Ramona Park located at the
eastern edge of North Long Beach's
municipal border with Lakewood.
Deforest Park and Wetlands and

500yd 21)00101)0

This map shows the tccatrons of the
fourexisting parks in the study area.

Playground equipment located at Coolidge Park.
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INFORMATION REGARDING

EXISTING OPEN SPACES,

The four existing parks in North Long Beach are identified in this section
with focus on how they were established, who they serve and the amenities
that are available. This is done to identify potentially relevant precedents for
future open space development as well as to further isolate potential needs
in the community. For each of these existing parks, information regarding its
neighborhood, typology, size, service capacity, opportunity type, and
amenities are presented.

The neighborhood that the park is
geographically located.

Describes how many acres serve
every lOOO residents.

Identifies the service area of the
park and its amenities.,

Provides the total park acreage.

Characterizes the opportunity type Displays the park amenities, uses,
of the park's development. and programming taking place

within the park.
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The City-owned portion of the park
is 15 acres and was improved in
1976 from land acquired as excess
property from the Los Angeles
County Flood Control District. By
2000, the area was overgrown with
non-native plants and dry weather
runoff from the stormwater drain
system. A feasibility study was
undertaken to determine if the
basin could be restored asa natural
wetland habitat while retaining its

SEl'lVICE CAPACITY

302 acres per lOOO residents

flood control f nction When the
restoration was found feasible in
200L}, plans were developed and
an Environmental Impact Report
certified in 2006. The City has
partial funding for the restoration
from the Los Angeles County Safe
Neighborhood Parks Bond Act of
1996.'and in 2010, the City received
$2.5 million for the restoration
project.

The park is improved with a
small community room and staff
office, four lighted tennis courts,
a handball/racquetball court
structure, two playgrounds, two
baseball fields, a basketball court
and two restrooms. There is also
abundant wildlife to observe,
including birds, snakes,and lizards,
as well as a diversity of native and
nonnative plants.

Community

PAR!( SIZE OPPORTUNITY TYPE

L,9.9 Acres LosAngeles River

FOUNOl\110N
U1>1OWN OPEN 5PAC~ VISION PLAN

The remaining 34.91acres is used
as the DeForest Wetlands, which
the City usesthrough a LosAngeles
County Flood Control District
permit. This is a County detention
basis, used to holcl floodwaters
until the Los Angeles River can
accommodate the additional flows.
The permit to use the area was
the result of a vigorous grassroots
community campaign to create
the nature area.A trail was created
through the basin and donated
plants installed by volunteer labor.
Residents also work together to
maintain the area, organizing
cleanups throughout the park.

I

Veronica Wallace and her dog, two-year old Nero, at
DeForest Park enjoying the park.
I t', . ,
, .,

VISitors to DeForest Park in Long Beact,
play football on Thanksgiving.

I 1r.1·

AMENITIES

8ask,?tball Court
cornmumtv '"en,"!,
V/alking Trail

Playground
Racquetball Court

Softball Field

r~nnlS COUI t



HOUGHTON PARK

Located in the Houghton Park
noiqhborhood Houqhton Park is
a L4 (3 acreregionalpark bourv fecl
by Atlantic Avenue to tho east,
Hdlding Street to the Soutl 1 and
Myrtle Avenue to the west

Colonel Sherman Otis Houghton
bought a 78 acre ranch in North
Long Beach in 1896 that included
the present Houghton Park. In 1924,
three acres of land was donated
by the Houghton family with an
additional acre donated by a real
estate firm. The City of Long Beach
purchased 24.88 acres from the
Houghton family in 1927.
In 1947, the Park Commission
approved the location of a canteen
building in the northeast corner
of the park, The clubhouse was
expanded to include a canteen to
servethe recreational interests of the

The City conducted community
outreach in 20'15 for the new
Houghton Park Master Plan, which
ensures the development of
community facilities that contribute
to a cohesive sense of place and
becomes a source of pride in the
community of North Long Beach
Outdoor fitness stations and a
walking loop was also added in
2015 as part of an effort by the Long
Beach HEALZone initiative.

Houghton
~ • <J • I> • • • • • • • • • • • • • iI • • • f 0 • ;) I> II t • • •. It. •• • •• • t • • ••. 1 • 11

Regional

PARK SIZE

24.8 Acres

boys and girls attending Jordan High
School and the freestanding building
removed. In 1973 a r'Jeighborhood
Facilities Center was built with
Federal grants and houses programs
of the Department of Health and
Human Services and the Council
Field Office. In 1987,the community
recreation center was again
expanded to add a senior citizen's
center. This addition included multi-
purpose rooms and a reading room.

Renovation of the baseball fields,
playground, and sports field lights
occurred with funding from the Los
Angeles County Safe Neighborhood
Parks Bond Acts of 1992 and 1996.
The park abo includes three baseball
diamonds, a soccer field overlay on
the baseball diamonds, another
separate soccer field, a playground,
tennis courts, basketball courts, and
a skate park built in 2004.

OPPORTUNITY TYPE

Property Acquisition/Donation

SERVICE CAPACITY
.II •• 11 r • ~ ~ • •• • • • I • I • I ~ • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • " • , • • • • • • • • • • • ••

169 acres per 1,000 residents

,
Skater grinds the bowl at the Skatepark
located at the southwest portion of Houghton Park,

I ,

01-101

Trumpeter performs with band at Village Fest
at Ac.tivate Uptown in Houghton Park.
r. ~ I

Basebell Fielcl

Basketball t.curt

Con .munlty Cen er

Pir nrc Area
PlaYSJround

Soccer FI;;;kl

V,::?rr-f ans rvle1l1nn~31

S lftball Cields

Tennis COlli ts
hlleyb~1I COlli t

Skate P.:.:nk
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RAMONA PARK
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f~an -ona Park is a 7 .)<..re
rlelljhborhood rat k located In
th f..?an 0, c'1nelghl:Jorhood,
bo mdcd by Obispo Avenue
to thf\ WE..-st, 65Lh Street to the
south Indir)J1.) Aver-ue to tho
east and Artesia Boule lard to
the nor h

In 1951, the City Council authorized
the purchase of this land from
Certified Markets, Inc.

The park includes a baseball field.
soccer field, two tennis courts,
basketball court, volleyball court/
roller hockey rink, picnic area,
baseball field. playground, and
restrooms. A community center,
which hosts youth recreation ane!

teen proqrarus, was completed in
-1995 with LosAngeles County Safe
Neighborh(lod Parks Bond Act of
1992 funds and State Parks Bond
Act of 1988 funds and Park Impact
Fees. Playground and Fieldliyhting
t enovations were cornpeted in
1997 with LosAngeles County Safe
Neighborhood Parks Bond Act of
199Z funds.

fhH

The entrance to Ramona Park Community Center, which
features an auditorium, community room. and kitchen.

<

Playground features a swing set for smaller children.
) r vl, r

\ \.
\ \

..

Ramona
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1'.leighborhood

PAR~ SIZE

72 Acres
OPPORTUNITY TYPE

Property Acquisition

SEP.VlCE CAPACITY

0.51 acres per 1,000 resiclents

FOUNDAT!C~I
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COOLIDGE PARK
• r .".

Coolidge Pal k is a 61 acre
neiqhborhood park located
In the Coolidge Triangle
neighborhood and IS

geographically hounded by
White Avenue to the west,
Artesia Boulevard and the
SR-91 Freeway to th not th
and the I 710 Freewaj
to th . east

In 1955,8 acres of land was acquired
by the City of Long Beach from the
State Department of Transportation.
That same year, a development
plan was approved by the City
Council. Approximately one acre
of the original parcel purchased was
taken by the State of California to
construct the 1-710Freeway.

Despite the Coolidge Park's unusual
shape and adjacency to a freeway,
there are several amenities including
a baseball field, basketball court,
playground, restroorns, picnic area,
community center, and a youth
recreation program. The community
center is also used as a staff office.
The baseball field's fencing and
lighting as well as the playground
were redeveloped in the late 1990's
with funding from the LosAngeles
County Safe Neighborhood Parks
Bond Acts of 1992 and 1996.

Located in the northern portion
of the park is the Coolidge Park
Dog Park, which is a 0.25 acre
ADA accessible dog park which
opened in 2014. In that same year,
the LosAngeles Clippers Foundation
donated approximately $100,000

to build a new playground, replace
the flooring, poles, and backboards
on the park's two basketball
courts. A $30,000 grant frorn
Kaiser Permanente's HEAL Zone
initiative also went towards the
construction of a Fitness Zone
featuring apparatuses for step-up,
sit-up, and pull-up exercises aswell
as plastic equipment for leg presses,
chest presses,and a swinging cardia
walker.

,
los Angeles Clippers Basketball players play with children
at the refurbished courts donated by the organization.

I' r ' r

PLayground features teLephone tubes which are a fun way
for children to play using theIr audltiory senses.
1'1 • L'I "'

Coolidge

PAJlI( SlZE

6.1 Acres

PARI( TYPE

Neighborhood

OPPORTUNITY TYPE

Freeway g Pi'operty Acquisition
•• "" ••••••• t ••• , •••• ". _. <> <> ••• I • <>:1 •••••••••••••

SERViCE CAPACITY

o 95 acres per 1,000 residents

AMENITIES

Basketball Court OutdrJeH Fitne'-is 7on..;:c.

Youth Pro.Jlam

PlaJgroLlnci

D·~gP,nK

Pier-Ie Area

Park :Iubhouse
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While the Uptown Open Space
Vision Plan focuseson North Long
Beach'sCouncil District 9, residents
within the study area do practically
use or have the opportunity to
use nearby open spaces and
recreational facilities. While some
of these parks and open spaces
are within the City of Long Beach,
others are located within adjacent
rnunicipalities During the public
participation process, community
members were able to identify
sorne of these ope spaces that
the project team did not previously
consider open space amenities. As
a result, this encouraged collecting
inventory of other unique types of
open spaces. These open space
opportunities include private and
fee-based recreational uses such

/1)f,-'
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as community gardens, swimrning
pools, and equestrian trails

The following open spaces and
nearby amenities are separated
into one of three categories: quasi-
public community assets located
within the study area, open
spaces that represent an unique
typology located within a quarter
mile outside of the study area and
quasi-publlc community assets
located outside of the study area.
By exploring both public and serni-
public parks and amenities, we can
point to these nearby precedents
and study their successes and
missed-opportunities, The location,
history and existing condition of
these parks and amenities are also
described in the following list.

.v

sony" 10001(J0i)

,0,
This map shows the locations of the parks and
public spaces that are outside of the study area,

Playground equipment located at nearby Chace Park,

. - - --.
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as d on an exemlna lo J of the exist' ark system, this
chapter presents innovative open space opportunities
ttuOi.'~' iji,HAt the ztuay area. Alo-ig 'vv ., • lescription each of
thes Opportu'lity : hera ~ ,,». raps that prese t potentiaB
I ~tJons as welt as relevant cases studies that are show I to
inspia'e success. Th~smrormatior-~was expressed in the firwJt
roun ('1f public outreach and was use to obtain community
knowecilge of what open space Ideas shoy1d be pra orritazed.
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Long Beach is a largely built-out
community with few undeveloped
parcels remaining within the City
limits to create new large areas
of public open space. The city's
few remaining contiguous, vacant
parcels of any substantial size are
generally in the southeast area,
which are already being considered
for restoration of the natural habitat.
With property values in Southern
California among the highest in the
nation - even the world - purchasing
properties is a costly exercise.

Instead Long Beach has and will
need to continue to be creative
and innovative when attempting
to develop new park space for
under-served portions of the city.
Sharing facilities, reclaiming spaces.

and repurposing infrastructure
has yielded some of Long Beach's
newest parks, serving as relevant,
successful case studies which
residents,planners, and Officials can
experience firsthand. While North
Long Beach has few vacant parcels
to redevelop as open space, there
are hundreds of acres of publicly
owned or managed land that can
help serve the neighborhoods
lacking access to parks.

During the public participation
process, community members had
the opportunity to provide input
on which opportunity type they
had interest in. Given their expert
knowledge of the community, they
were also able to identify additional
locations for new open space.

1l1:.!~1
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ThISmap shows the locations of all potential innovative
open space opportunities in North long Beach
,1 f -IT '1: • ~ r'."f t'l
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Sculptures help to activate this vacant lot InNorth Long
Beach, which otherwrse is a neighborhood bloght
I H II I (lll
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INFORMATION RECARD'INC

OPEN SPACE OPPORTUNITIES

In this section are the primary sources of opportunities for developing new public open
space in North Long Beach, each with their own considerations and advantages. To
realize all of these opportunities would be for North Long Beach to reach parity with the
east side of the city, which is served by EI Dorado Park and Heartwell Park, as well as a
half dozen other public parks and public facilities. Achieving park equity will require a
coordinated effort with local support. The Opportunity Types are each listed with
the following information:

.'J

\1:' J. _.'Jr-
;~l~ ~~.-

I • ~) L..~

Each has the goal of
accommodating additional
public open space but also have
additional potential benefits.

Categorizes the types of parks and
service areas the opportunity type
can provide in each scenario.

Lays out the general description
of the opportunity, saving specific
examples and locations for later
in the document.

Identifies park amenities that
would not likely be allowed within
each opportunity type based on
studying best practices,

~ .,,'

Provides a reasonable assumption
of the total land area potentially
available for public open space
if fully realized.

Highlights relevant precedents to
the opportunity type, starting with
the most local. typically within the
region, or state.

OPPORTUNITV
UPTOWN OPEN SPACE VISICN PlAN
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AVAILABLE LAND

"155Acres
POTENTIAL PARK

Neighborhood. Community. Regional

PiODyd 2:0001000
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RESTRICTED AMEN!TIES

Sports Field. Teen Center. Stake Park. Senior Center, Community Center, Gymnasium, Swimming Pool, Sports
Court. and Playground

ALLOWABLE AMEN TIES

I ••••••• , ••••• , • ., ••••••••• ,.." ••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••.••••••••••••••••• t.

Equestrian Trail. Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Walking Trail. Meadow. Dog Park, Nature/Wetlands, Restroom,
Outdoor Fitness Zone. and Community Garden

. - ~
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SCEis the electricity provider for the
majority of the region not within
the City of LosAngeles. which has
its own municipal power provider.
Regional electricity transmission
infrastructure skirts the City of Long
Beach along the northern, western,
and eastern municipal boundaries.
These rights-of-way typically parallel
other major regional infrastructure
corridors, including the LosAngeles
and San Gabriel Rivers, as well as
multiple freeways.Thesetransmission
corridors, typically a standard city-
block wide, encompassing a total
of about a square-mile of land area
within Long Beach,or two percent of
its total land area This area does not
include the LosAngeles Department
of Water and Power's electricity
corridor which runs through EI
Dorado Park to reach a power plant
in Seal Beach.

Inmost cases,there areno permanent
structures within the alectr icrty
transmission corridors, allowing for
a variety of less intensive uses to
take place. In many communities
across Southern California - as well
aswithin EI Dorado Park - the right-
of-way serves as public park space.
In North and West Long Beach. the
SCEright-of-way serves a variety of
functions including as nurseries,self-
storage, and truck parking. As part
of the Land Use Element update of
the General Plan,these transmission
corridors and other infrastructures
are being consistently classified as
open space, which will focus these
spaces as passive uses that will have
lessimpact on adjacent communities.

Based on best practices developed
by electricity providers and local
parks agencies, there are design and
programming criteria to consider
when utilizing transmission corridors
for public open space. The base of
transmission pylons need to be
secure to reduce public access to
their base while also providing ease
of accessfor maintenance crews.Park

uses tend to be passive within the
area of the transmission lines with
few or no permanent structures,
limited tree canopy [with a notable
exception of the EI Dorado Nature
Center). and few playgrounds or
organized sports apparatus.

The transmission corridors extend
well beyond Long Beach through
the region creating the potential
for regional connections to other
communities viagreenwayscomplete
with public open space, recreational
amenities, and active transportation
trails. They extend immediately into
the cities of Compton, Paramount,
Bellflower.and Lakewood,all ofwhich
have already developed numerous
parks within the SCErights-of-way.

LOCAL PA~!'S USING
TRANSM~SSIOIJCORmDORS

If

la!H!Wood
Cerritos
South Gate
Bellflow.S'f
Long El<1ach
Downey
CarsotJ
Paramount
Stanton
Buena Park
Seal Beach
Santa Fe S, i"iflE,1

6 Parks
5 Parks
~Parks
4 Parks
3 Parks
3 Parks
2 Parks
2 Parl-s
2 Parks
1Park
1 Park
1 Park
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AVAILABLE I.AND

85,.c.,cres
POTENTIAL PARK

Neighborhood. Community, Regional
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RESTRLCTED AMENITIES

Teen Center, Senior Center, Gymnasium, Community Center, and Swimming Pool

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES
•••••••••• QO •• "" ••• ~ ••• Q ••• QJ •••••• ~_"" •••••• " ••• ..,"" ••••••••••• " •••••••••••• ,. " •.••••• , ••••• , ••••••••

Sports Field, Equestrian Trail, Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Stake Park. Walkin~l Trail. Meadow, Dog Park,
Nature/Wetlands, Restroom, Sports Court, Outdoor Fitness Zone, Playground, and Community Garden
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Throughout time, the LosAngeles
River has helped to support the
development of the metropolitan
region as it served as the primary
source of freshwater before the
construction of the Los Angeles
Aqueduct. Early settlements
that encroached onto the river's
floodplain experienced instances
of flooding that destroyed entire
towns. In the 1930's, the US Army
Corps of Engineers created a plan
to control the free-flowing river by
building a channel that stretches
from the Santa Susana Mountains
all the way down to its mouth in
Long Beach where it meets with
the Pacific Ocean.The construction
of this approximately 51mile-long
concrete flood control infrastructure
came at the expense of eliminating
riparian habitats that hosted highly
diverse types of plants and animals
that were native to the region and
climate.

t..Jumerous park advocates and
environmental advocacy groups
are supporting the reclamation and
restoration of portions of the Los
Angeles Riverfor natural vegetation
and wildlife. By working with the
USArmy Corps of Engineers, who
hold ultimate decision-making
power. local organizations and
municipalities hope to acquire
adjacent lands by terracing back
the channel walls and studying
opportunities to enhance the
floodplain. Los Angeles River
revitalization advocacy groups have
identified the LosAngeles River as
an Open Space Opportunity that
could also help to improve local
and regional connectivity, economic
development, water quality. and air
quality. In 2018,the Lower LA River
Working Group releasedtheir ower

LA River Revitalization Plan that
proposes enhancements to 19miles
of the river from Vernon to Long
Beach to resemble a "natural" river
by preserving the natural habitat.

In Long Beach,the LosAngeles River
presents unique opportunities for
public open space and multi modal
connectivity. DeForest Park is
located east of the river,separated
only by the Los Angeles River
Bicycle Path. There is potential
to use the Los Angeles River to
bridge DeForest Park to Coolidge
Park. which is located west of the
river,separated by the SCEright-of-
way and the 1-710Freeway.Artesia
Boulevard is the only street that
touches both sidesof the study area
and enhancements to the street
can strengthen overall east-west
connectivity. North of the SR-91
Freeway, there are opportunities
to enhance the LosAngeles River
and connect both sides of the SCE
right-of-way, which could alsoserve
as a public open space.

As of 2017.there are a few segments
of the Los Angeles River that are
accessiblefor recreational purposes,
but to ensure that natural habitats
are restored to its greatest capacity
within reason, it is recommended
that future park useswould remain
more passivewith few permanent
structures and with landscaping that
does not significantly interfere with
the river's ability to channel water.
Accomplishing the transformation
of the Los Angeles River into a
greenbelt and waterway would
require coordination between
City officials, US Army Corps of
Engineers.California Department of
Transportation [Caltrans], and SCE.
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AVAII.ABLE LAND

115 Acres
POTENTIAL PARK

Mini, Neighborhood, Community
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Teen Center, Senior Center, Gymnasium, Community Center, and Swimming Pool
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ALLOWABL5 AMENITIES

sports Field, Equestrian Trail. Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field. Stake Park. Walking Trail. Meadow, Dog Park.
Nature/Wetlands, Restroom. Sports Court, Outdoor Fitness Zone, Playground. and Community Garden
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The development of the nation's
freeway network was a massive
planning and engineering
achievement. The freedom of
movement that automobiles and
freeways provide has become
embedded into the everydayactivity
of most Americans, with Southern
California being the center of the
car culture. The construction of new
freeways continues to be substantial
public investment to increase their
capacity and efficiency.

While it is nearly impossible to
measure the total investment
into freeways, their impacts to the
communities they were built upon
and through is also immeasurable.
Millions of homes. businesses, and
community institutions were in the
path of these freeways and thus
had been impacted, relocated. or
all together eradicated. They have
divided or destroyed communities,
with Long Beach no different as the
1-710 and SR-91Freewaysslice North
Long Beach in four quadrants.

Communities throughout the
nation are beginning to look into
innovative ways to reconnect these
neighborhoods by building more
and stronger connections above
and below these freeways. This
has been accomplished by using
residual spaces to pull the sides
closer together, building above and
below the freeways and in some
cases removing them altogether.
Long Beach is actually considering
removing a freeway; the Terminal
Island Freeway on the Westside.

~:
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AVAILA6LE LAND

105 Acres
POTENTIAL PARK

Mini. Neighborhood
.... , "' , , .. ,

RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Equestrian Trail. Picnic Area Stake Park, Senior Center, Dog Park, and Nature/Wetlands
, •• ., •.•.•• 0 •• .:l •• ~o •••••••••••••••••••• Q>.""' ••.••• " ••• 07_ ••••••••.•• " •••••••• '" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Spor ts Field, Multipurpose Field, Teen Center, Gymnasium, Community Center, Swimming Pool, Walking Trail.
Meadow, Restroom, Sports Court, Outdoor Fitness Zone, Playground, and Community Garden
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Municipal governments and school
districts across the nation are
establishing joint use agreements of
school recreation areas in an effort
to better use existing resources,
share expenses for maintenance
and development of open space and
to create open space opportunities
in built-out environments, The
[2002] Open Space Element of Long
Beach's General Plan outlined the
recreation facilities of the School
District's seven hundred acres of
campuses for additional park space.
Establishing joint use-agreements
with the School District, the City can
dramatically expand open space
access, in many cases in the most
impacted communities in the city.

The City of Long Beach and
LBUSD have entered into joint use
agreements on various campuses
on a case-by-case basis. LBUSD
also makes their facilities available
to community and private
organizations including sports
leagues, and church groups, among
others. These arrangements are
most often made by campus
administration.

Within the Uptown Open Space
Vision Plan area there are eight
school campuses: four elementary.
one middle. and two high schools for
LBUSD.aswell as Collins Elementary
School from the Paramount
Unified School District. Most of
these campuses have substantial
recreational spaces including sports
courts and sports fields. especially
Hamilton Middle School and Powell
Elementary School which both have
expansive playing fields.
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AVAILABLE LAND

90 Acres
POTENTIAL PARK

Neighborhood. Community, Reglonal
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REST1UCTED AMENITIES

Nature/Wetlands and Community Garden

ALLOWABLE AMENiTIES
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Sports Field, Equestrian Trail, Picnic Area. Multipurpose Fjeld, Teen Center. Stake Park, Senior Center, Sports
Court, Gymnasium, Community Center, SWimming Pool, Walking Trail, Meadow, Dog Park, Restroom, Outdoor
Fitness Zone, and Playground
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Developing new parks in existing
urban environments have often
relied upon transitioning former
industrial properties to public open
spaces.This is taking place often as
many cities are transitioning from
manufacturing to other industries
and many factories and warehouses
lay fallow. These areas collectively
transition to residential. education,
or other commercial uses but often
include park development to serve
the new users.

Theseproperties, called brownfields,
are former industrial or commercial
sites where future usesare affected
by real or perceived environmental
contamination. Transitioning
industrial properties to any other
use typically requires a meticulous
and lengthy process to delicately
demolish any existing structures and
remediate any contamination of the
soil below. This is often due to the
various poison chemicals that were
used,stored. or became byproducts
of the industrial operations on the
property. The handling of these
chemicals are heavily regulated
now, their harmful nature was not
originally known or considered
and these materials remained
without being extracted, treated.
or mitigated.

As a result, the type of future uses
and types of development have to
be considered when redeveloping
former industrial properties. In
some cases penetrations are not
allowed through the top soil. thus
limiting the types of structures that
can sit atop. Other limitations rnight
preclude community gardens or
any other vegetation that might
be consumed. The expense of

remediation and limitations on
future development and usesshould
be among the considerations when
redeveloping brownfield properties
for open space.

There are often funding sources
offered through the State and
Federal government to subsidize
some of the costs of remediation
The benefit of redeveloping
brownfields are that the properties
are typical larger than can otherwise
be acquired in an urban area. At
some point, remediation is also
necessary in order to benefit the
health of the community and local
habitat.

Within North Long Beach the
industrial properties generally
cluster along the San Pedro Branch
railroad which very few operations
utilize any longer. These large
industrial properties physically
separate the McKinley, St. Francis,
and Ramona Park neighborhoods
from the rest of Long Beach.Within
the Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan study area, there are only
two public connections to these
neighborhoods from the city, along
South Street and Artesia Boulevard.

These industrial operations
include a range of the activity and
productivity but of particular note
are collection of properties along
Paramount Boulevard that are
largely truck and crane storage.
The properties have few structures
and their heavy vehicle operations
are not ideal land uses to have
directly adjacent to residential
neighborhoods.
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AVAILABLE LAND POTENTIAL PARK

11.6 Acres Mini
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

None

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Sports Field. Equestrian Trail, Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Teen Center, Stake Park, Senior Center, Sports
Court, Gymnasium, Community Center, Swimming Pool. WaH,mg Trail. Meadow, Dog Park, Restroom, Outdoor
Fitness Zone, and Playground
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Many of Long Beach's existing stock
of public park space was acquired
or donated to the City by private
property owners. Property for newer
parks was purchased through the
former Redevelopment Agency,
a mechanism that leveraged
tax increment financing to
remove blight, expand economic
development and improve
commu nities. Redevelopment
agencies across California were
eliminated by the State as part of
the 2011Budget Act, and in order
to protect funding for core public
services at the local level.

Without this mechanism, cities have
much more limited resources to
acquire private properties relying on
grants, development fees and other
non-general fund sources, with
more likely candidates for purchase
being vacant lots or properties with
few improvements. Long Beach is a
largely built-out city with few vacant
private parcels that are not already
being considered for development,
for either private or public use.Much
of the private properties that are
vacant, likely have contaminated
soil conditions and would fit within
the Brownfield Opportunity Type
Within the Uptown Open Space
Vision Plan study area,there arejust
a handful of vacant opportunity sites,
mostly focused along commercial
corridors. Most are just one or two
typical parcels with few amounting
to more than a half-acre in size,thus
precluding the types of amenities
that could be programmed within
a potential park. Greater thought
will also need to be applied for
placing uses within any park along
these corridors, especially for
children in relationship to traffic.
The benefit to locating small parks
along commercial corridors are
accessibility to public transit, future
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as
well as potential integration with
local business activity.
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As the Open Space Opportunity
Types are largely limited to the
north and western portions of the
study area, it will be necessary to
extend their reach across Long
Beach through safe, accessible,
and pleasant connectors. As Long
Beach invests further in its active
transportation network, it makes
sense to consider the trails as
connectors to public amenities and
parks. Using the existing network
of streets, utility corridors, and
other infrastructure there is the
opportunity in the future to connect
most every resident in North Long
Beach to a greenway or park.

with the beach path providing an
uninterrupted east-westconnection
for the southern portion of the city.
Within North Long 8each, major
thoroughfares with surpluscapacity,
or relatively calm neighborhood
streets with excessroadway space
and continuous infrastructure
corridors, can provide a more
localized network for residents and
active transportation commuters.
The Greenway Opportunity Types
builds upon the north-south and
east-west connections that would
be established through the Open
SpaceOpportunity Types.

The LosAngeles and San Gabriel
Rivers form the backbone of Long
Beach's regional north-south
active transportation network,

I
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Thismap shows the locations of all potential
open space connectivities in North long Beach.
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protected bikeway along Artesia Bo.ulev31 dare parklng-
protected, and feature green plastic reflective bollards,
rubber curbs and intermittent green pavement markings.
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INFORMATION RECiARDINCi

OPEN SPACE OPPORTUNITIES .;.'

"

In accordance with the Bicycle Master Plan Update [2017], the Creenway Opportunity ,
Types shall be planned for those of Long Beach's 8-80 population and should be'design'ed .
as extensions of the open space network. The term 8-80 was coined byeil Penalosa, a
Parks Commissioner of Bogota, Colombia, who wanted safe, convenient, and connected
bikeways to allow people of all ages and abilities to have the opportunity to bicycle,
hence the term 8-80 refers to those between the ages of 8 years old and 80 years old.
The utility of bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be augmented with landscaping
and placemaking treatments. Some of these Greenway Opportunity Types are
themselves large enough to be considered plazas or mini-parks. These Opportunity
Types are each listed with the following information:

'. '
. ~ -,-. l~;;<J
~./ ... -
. ,
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Each has the goal of
accommodating additional
public open space but also have
additional potential benefits,

II •.

Categorizes the types of parks and
service areas the opportunity type
can provide in each scenario.

Laysout the general description
of the opportunity, saving specific
examples and locations for later
in the document,

Provides a reasonable assumption
of the total land area potentially
available for public open space
if fully realized.

Highlights relevant precedents to
the opportunity type, starting with
the most local. typically within the
region, or state,

OPPOll1 UNITV
UPTOWN OPEN SP/,CE "ISIGN PLAN

Identifies park amenities that
would not likely be allowed within
each opportunity type based on
studying best practices,
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AVAILABLE LAND

12.8 acres
P01'!NTIAL PARK
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Teen Center. Senior Center, Gymnasium, Community Center, and Swimming Pool

ALLOWABLe AMENITIES
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Sports Field. Equestrian Trail, Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Stake Park, Walking Trail, Meadow, Dog Park,
N",ture/Wetlands, Restroom, Sports Court, Outdoor Fitness Zone, Playground, and Community Garden
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A streetlet closes streets to vehicle
traffic in order to create public open
space for pedestrians in the former
roadway. This is accomplished
by installing multiple physical
barriers that block a street to motor
vehicle traffic and divert vehicles
to alternative collector routes. The
streetlet can be employed to expand
open space in neighborhoods
underserved by public parks or
for placemaking for commercial
districts.

Streetlets may be designed with
low-cost materials like paint and
potted plants or more expensive
treatments such as modifying curb
lines, bulbouts, adding speed table
or removing the street entirely.
Streetlets should be designed
to maximize opportunities for
greening, stormwater management,
and habitat creation. Streetlets
should incorporate programming
elements like seating, public art,
and informational or educational
environmental graphics. The design
of streetlet should maximize the
amount of space repurposed
from vehicular circulation for
enhanced greenery and community

gathering spaces. Streetlets are
often championed by community
leaders who partner with their
local jurisdiction to program and
maintain the space, which results
in a greater sense of community
ownership and pride.

If a street closure is done for the
streetlet, it should always allow
free-through movement of all
pedestrians, including wheelchair
users. and cyclists. Emergency
vehicles, such as fire trucks and
ambulances. should also be able
to access the area. In addition,
streetlet projects often require
changes to how stormwater is
captured, resulting in modifications
to how the street isgraded and the
installation of new catch basins.

While streetlets close or partially
close the street to private vehicles
they should be designed to feel
open and inviting to all other users.
Streetlets should maintain view
corridors through the project site
and read as public spaces.

'JIJ INS£{

Playground and shade structures located in Gumbiner Park in Long Beach, CA.
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AVAILABLE LAND

1.85 miles
POTENTIAL PARK

Trail-Shared Use
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Sports Field, Equestrian Trail, Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Teen Center, Stake Park, Senior Center, Sports
Court, Gymnasium, Community Center, Swimming Pool, Meadow, Dog Park, Nature/Wetlands, Restroom,
Playground, and Community Garden
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ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Walking Trail and Outdoor Fitness Zone
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Certain streets in Long Beach
have excess vehicle capacity that
may be better suited for street
redesiqnto better accommodate
the needs of pedestrians, cyclists,
and transit riders. By reducing the
width or number of travel and
parking lanes, selected streets can
be reconfigured to accommodate
a variety of improvements, such as
wider sidewalks with trees, bike
paths or lanes, dedicated transit
faculties, landscaped medians,
or curb extensions that make the
streets more attractive and usable.

Thesestreets can also be made safer
through this sort of transformation
as the narrower street tends to
yield calmer traffic flow. Dedicated
bicycle facilities reduce conflicts
with vehicles and shorter crossing
distances leave pedestrians less
exposed to vehicular traffic. The
added green space and safer
streets also benefit the quality
of life for residents in adjacent
neighborhoods and can support
local businesses through increased
street vitality.

Theseroad diets use a street's excess
traffic capacity and/or surplus
roadway to serve other users, In
Long Beach-specifically Uptown
-the surplus rights-of-way can
dramatically enhance livability by
creating new open space,dedicated
bicycle facilities and enhanced
pedestrian environments. Road
diets can be applied with little
more than paint during resurfacing
projects but could also include more
widespread change that reimagines
the entire rights-of-way.

The future greenways can take
many forms depending on each
street's existing configuration and
use patterns, whether they can be
located equally on each side of the
street or asymmetrically designed.
Artesia Boulevard has protected
bike laneson both sidesof the street

as there is an existing landscape
median in the middle of the street
with mature trees. The cycle tracks
on Broadway and :5rd Street in
Downtown Long Beach are set to
one side due to the one-way nature
of the two corridors.

These greenways should serve as
connectors to the park network
but also themselves be considered
public open space with additional
landscape and urban tree canopy
as well as places to sit, gather, and
socialize. The greenways can thus
become extension of the park
habitat for residents and local
wildlife.
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AVAILABLE LANG

8 miles
POTENTIAL PARK

Trail-Shared Use
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Sports Field, Equestrian Trail. Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Teen Center, Stake Park, Senior Center, Sports
Court. Gymnasium, Community Center, Swimming Pool. Meadow. Dog Park. Nature/Wetlands, Restroom.
Playground, and Community Garden
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ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Walking Trail and Outdoor Fitness Zone
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The street grid is relatively consistent
throughout most of North Long
Beach with most interruptions
resulting from major infrastructure
like freeways and railroad
tracks. While many of the major
thoroughfares havesurplus capacity
to provide protected bicycle
and pedestrian trails, most local
streets are right-sized for serving
neighborhood transportation needs.
The City of Long Beach updated
the citywide Bicycle Master Plan,
identifying a network of bike
boulevards along consistent local
streets with relatively low traffic
volume.

Neighborhood Connectors expand
upon the bicycle boulevards in
the city to include infrastructure
improvements for pedestrians as
well, understanding that the traffic
calming devices and additional
traffic controls serve both cyclists
and walkers. Neighborhood
Connectors have unique features
based on the street characteristics,
the desires of the surrounding
residents and businesses, safety
concerns and available funding.
Neighborhood Connectors can
include, but are not limited to, traffic
calming and traffic management
treatments, enhanced crossings
at major thoroughfares, and
additional pedestrian amenities
like furniture and street trees, The
difference between neighborhood
connectors and greenways are
that neighborhood connectors
include roadway improvements on
residential neighborhoods whereas
greenways are improvements to
commercial corridors, which often
result in larger infrastructural
rnodifications, such as changes to
the curblines.

Neighborhood Connectors can
serve recreational users as well
as those who rely on bicycles as a
practical mode of travel, connecting
Long Beach residents to the open
space network. With additional

landscaping and street trees, the
Neighborhood Connectors also
establish visualconnections to parks
and as wildlife corridors between
open spaces/habitats.



AVAILABLE LAND

6.8 miles
POTENTIAL PARK
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Teen Center. Senior Center. Gymnasium. Cornmunlty Center, Restroom Swlrnrrunq Pool

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES
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Sports Field, Equestrian Trail. Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field. Stake Park. Walking Trail, Meadow, Dog Park,
Nature/Wetlands, Sports Court. Outdoor Fitness Zone, PlaY9l'Ound, and Community Garden
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Long Beach has historically
been connected to the region
through rail of all types, including
freight, passenger, light rail.
and even streetcars. As the rail
infrastructure has been realigned
and retired, various portions of
their former rights-of-way have
been transformed into other uses,
including public parks and trails.
In California, approximately 118
trails have been created alongside
or over rail tracks, with 56 projects
underway as of 2017. Since 1986,
the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy has
helped communities identify, fund,
and transform underutilized rail
systems into public open spaces.

In Long Beach, there are at least
a dozen parks occupying former
rail corridors, including 14th Street
Park, Daisy Avenue Greenbelt,
Trolley Park, and Orizaba Park, as
well as the new public open spaces
Gumbiner Park and Long Beach
Greenbelt along the former Pacific
Electric Streetcar Right-of-Way [PE
ROW]. While a few pieces of the
former PE ROW remained to be
redeveloped, few other dormant rail
corridors remain in the city, outside
of the Port of Long Beach. The one
remaining freight line that traverses
Long Beach - the San Pedro Branch
- is a potential candidate for sharing
the right-of-way.

The Alameda Corridor was
developed to serve as the primary
connection to the transcontinental
rail network near downtown Los
Angeles, a much more efficient
route than being used by the various
railroad companies. As part of this
development, the San Pedro Branch
railroad. which was also acquired
by the Port of Long Beach, is now
utilized to serve as an auxiliary
connection and local service. With
only a couple train trips along the
corridor during the day. the San
Pedro Branch would be an ideal
candidate for a shared rail with trails
facility.

Ideally, portions of the San Pedro
Branch right-ot-way [between 80
and 120'wide] can be repurposed for
community uses.This processwould
require reconfiguring the surplus
area of the right-ot-way to develop
a trail that runs alongside the rail
tracks, allowing tor the development
of a two-mile long. grade-separated
active mobility corridor in North
Long Beach. Certain types of uses
would be restricted, particularly
those that require structures or a
large footprint within the corridor
as the size is limited to the surplus
linear space. A walking or bicycling
trail is most suitable as it would not
interfere with the trains' ability to
travel alongside the rail tracks as
users would be protected with a
fence and/or grade separation.

The development of an active
mobility corridor would create a
new north-south connection for
pedestrians and cyclists, improving
the mobility and accessibility of
residents in the McKinley and Grant
neighborhoods who lack any park
space.
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RESTRICTED AMENITIES

Sports Field, Equestrian Trail. Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Teen Center, Stake Palk, Senior Center, Sports
Court, Gymnasium, Community Center, Swimming Pool. Meadow. Dog Park, Nature/Wetlands, Restroorn,
Playground, Outdoor Fitness Zone, and Community Garden

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES
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There are fewer than a dozen
publicly accessible pedestrian-
and bicycle-only bridges in the
fifty square miles of the City of Long
Beach. With two major rivers and
five freeways. most of the bridges
are primarily for vehicles with
minimal concern for pedestrians
or cyclists. Most of these are in the
downtown waterfront. serving as
connections to the Convention
Center or aspermanent footbridges
over the Long Beach Grand Prix
racetrack.

There are recognizable benefits
for additional bridges specifically
designed to accommodate active
transportation for connecting
communities. While some cities
have developed networks of
pedestrian bridges to separatethem
from vehicle traffic or to protect
them from inhospitable winter
climates. Long Beach is fortunate
enough to havea hospitable terrain
and climate that a bridge would
only be necessary for spanning
geographic barriers.

The combined Los Angeles River.
SCE transmission corridor and
1-710 Freeway are formidable
barriers connecting the east and
west sides with just two accessible
connections in North Long Beach.
Railroad infrastructure and adjacent
industrial uses pose additional
barriers between neighborhoods
in the study area and immediately
beyond. Pedestrian bridges can
be designed strictly to connect to
destinations or as experiences in
themselves. with opportunities for
programming and amenities.
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The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan relies upon the creativiW,~ .,
ingenuity, and expertise of community members to identtfYi7'~"-, .
potential open space locations and amenities. . :~",-.'.'
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As a team, imagine yourselves
as Long aeach park planners
identifying opportunities

for open space amenities in your
neighborhood with you~ budget
of12 "amenity dollars" to spend

as you desire.
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The second round of community workshops
began in July and continued until october of 2016.

In a series of four workshops throughout
North Long Beach, participants were presented

the findings from the first round of workshops and
were asked to help prioritize project ideas in the next

round. Participants voted for their
favorite idea using small stickers.
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TODAl"S AGHIOA

10:00 AM COLOR BLOCK WALK BEGINS

10:ISAM OPENING REMARKS

10:30 AM FIRST WALK LED BY
VICE MAYOR R.EX

11:30 AM JANE'S WALK LED BY
WALK LONG BEACH

12:30 PM THIRD WALK LED BY HAMILTON
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION

1:30PM PRIZE GIVEAWAY

2:00PM COLOR BLOCK WALK ENDS

COM~lUlll,V
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Programming at the Color
Block Walk Event included

a live OJ, healthy snacks and
refreshments, a lounge area,

kids' coloring table, and a raffle
prize giveaway in addition to the

main walking loop.

In addition to a c e le o rs t io ri,
the Color Block Wa!!k was used
as an opportunity to inform
participants about the Plan and
obtain community feedback on
conceptual design strategies of the
priority projects. Alonqthe walk!ng
loop, there we!"E'six stations that
participants could visit, The first two
stations presented informatlon.about
tho exlstinq conditions analysis and
the community outreach process.
The fourth board pre se nte d a
proposed network of greenways and
neighborhood connectors that can
connect North Long Beach's existing
and future parks and open spaces

together. Participants were able to
share their opinions on which street
configuration ll;)ey would ~'}referto
see on major arterial connections.

The third, fifth, and sixth stat jon
presented intorrnatlon about five
of the proposed priority projects:
McKinley Park,Starr King mini-park.
Downey Street Greenway, SR-91
FreewayEmbankment Loop and the
Coolidge Triangle Underpass Park.
Out of the top 14 priority projects,
these five were chosen because
they represented a broad range
of project typologies. Each or the
priority projects that were presented
had information on a relevant case

COLOR
BLOCK WALK

", .: ',~;
• ', •••.::t, ••.-ti

'.•• 1-,.'~ -.

study and a vlsual.zation of how the
ootontial project might look like
Participants were able to voice their
opinions on each of these priority
projects and sign a large project
poster to show their support The
feedback from the Color Block Walk
is represented in the Vision and
Implementation Chapters of this
Plan.
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Using the excess roadway, this option provides cycli.sts a protected unidirectional bicycle lane on
both sides of the street. This configuration also Ir~lu\1.!:!sa landscaped median that also serves as a
left-turn only lane. . -: '"
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The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan envisions North Long
Beachasahealthy and active neighborhood with an equitable
distribution of open space connected by an active mobility
network for decades to com .
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The guiding principles articulated
within the Introduction will largely
be met through the projects,
programs, and policies included
within the Uptown Open Space
Vision Plan.What results is a bold
vision for connecting residents to
nature, recreation,and shared social
spacesthat lead to avibrant, healthy
North Long Beach.

These Guiding Principles and
Opportunity Types for new open
space and greenways can be
applied to other parts of Long
Beach.Though the physical context,
community needs,and distribution
of existing park infrastructure vary
throughout the city, the shared
history of its development leads to
recurring opportunities It will be

essential that a similar amount of
researchand community discussion
takes place to extend the open
space and greenway network to
other parts of Long Beach.

Creating an interconnected open
space network in North Long Beach
will require continued planning
and extensive capital resources
and essential ongoing investment
in maintenance funding. The Plan
is structured to be implemented
incrementally through
interconnected policies, programs,
and projects.The following provides
insight ashow the vision of the Plan
meets the Guiding Principles laid
out at the beginning of the process.

BELLFLO'NEn

I -( Q,a

51,

r
A map showing each of the neighborhoods
in North Long Beach and all of the existing parks.

IJ ) &:.1

Person and dog play In the los Angeles River riverbed,
an area that is ungergoing study for potential
revitiallzation as an open space opportunity
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The Opportunity Types are tools
to expand and connect the
Uptown Open Space network,
while the following urban design
strategiesare broad strokeconcepts
that connect the toolkit to the
policies, programs, and projects
of implementation. They should
be considered for the relevance of
their respective goal and capacity to
accomplish it. They are themselves
not projects, but the manifestation
of the guiding principles as
components of the Uptown Open
Space Vision Plan.

The Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan is incrementally developed
through each park project and
infrastructure investment. these
strategies should show how they
fit within the bigger picture and

identify their respective purpose.
Theurban design strategiesoutlined
in the following pagesaregrounded
in a viable future of the next 30 to
50 years though components that
can be implemented in pieces
as funding and opportunities are
available. The following pages
describe each urban design
strategy as well as the open space
components that comprise the idea.
Successful case studies are also
presented so as to gain inspiration
as well as to understand project
feasibility Overall. these strategies
layout a plan of action to achieve
the overall aim of providing an
equitable amount of open spaces
in North Long Beach.

I

Bicyclists tra·,el ~Iong the LosMge[e5'fli.er.
I fl.,"· ;:1.,~~d(~1 {)U

,
Child plays at Gumbiner Park. a lormer street
rlght-ol-way that was converted into a public park.
r
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ST TECY
COMPONENTS

Developing a high-
quality open space
network requires a
combination of creative
urban design strategies
that work harmoniously
together. Defining these
strategies will help to align
community and municipal
efforts toward a unified
goal, rather than operating
independently from one
another. The urban design
strategies are as follows:

UNIFY PARKS

TO CREAl'E CORE

NEIGHBORHOOD
~, .

TRAIL LOOP

CiREENWAY

NETWORK

'NEIGHBORHOOO

NE'fWORK

NEIGHBORHOODS

ACTIVITY NODES
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UNIFY PARKS
TO CREATE CORE

I

,

Coolidge Park and DeForest Park
are less than a quarter mile directly
apart bul the distance is up to six
times greater for someone walking,
bicycling, or driving. Utilizing air-
rights over the 1-710Freeway, the
Caltrans storage facility in Coolidge
Triangle, land area of the SCEright-
of-way, and Los Angeles River the
two parks can be combined to
create a regional scale park. The
diversity of Opportunity Types
provides flexibility to the types and
locations of the park amenities, as
well asafford a variety of conditions
to design a unique park to the
region.

A revitalized Los Angeles River
forms the spine of this large-scale
park that extends miles to the
north and south, anchoring it as
a regional serving asset. The size
of the park, over 200 acres, allows
it to create a significant wildlife
habitat with its own microclimate.
Bridging over the 1-710Freeway
can take the form of simple
bicycle/pedestrian bridges to a
full scale cap park, substantially
expanding available park space
while reducing community impacts

P..lW]=

•
•

from the adjacent freight corridor
These improvements can take
place as part of c.onstructing the
1-710Freeway expansion project,
currently in the planning stages

Positioned between the 1-710and
LosAngeles River,the seE right-of-
way provides the largest portion of
programmable land that is able to
be designed with amenities that
successfully transition the adjacent
Opportunity Types. The above-
ground electricity transmission
facilities would likely remain,
although there is the potential
opportunity to transition the power
lines underground.

1
Conceptual diagram of the open space strategy, which
is a simplified visualization of the central core idea.

If 11
Components diagram of open space strategy. which
defines the components of the central core idea.



Thismap belowshowsthe components
that comprise the core of the potential
open space network. By creating
a seamless transition between
Coolidge Park and DeForest Park
through the use of the LosAngeles
River, SCE, 1-710Freeway, and the
Coolidge Triangle Underpass, east-
west multi modal connectivity can
be improved. The summation of
these open space opportunities can
regionally impact the needs of over
one-third of the North Long Beach
community.

<I> Deforest Park ® Coolidge Park

SOOr! 1000 2000

Coolidge Triangle
Underpass

Southern
California Edison 6 1-710 FreewayLos Angeles River

'JISlot!
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NEIGHBORHOOD
PARKS

1

The majority of the existing
park network in North Long
Beach is concentrated along
Artesia Boulevard, leaving
area residents to drive or take
transit to reach recreational
opportunities. Developing new
neighborhood scale parks in other
neighborhoods north of the SR-
91 Freeway and south of Harding
Street will dramatically enhance
open space access, with most
residents being less than a half
mile from a neighborhood park,
which offers a greater diversity of
park amenities for the area, These
new neighborhood parks will rely
on a variety of Opportunity Types
depending on their respective
location

Most of these new parks can be
nestled within the neighborhoods,
with the spaces and amenities
oriented toward local residents
Developing new parks in
the Hamilton and McKinley
neighborhoods would rely on a
combination of shared use of the
two school campuses and the
adjacent seE right-of-way. This
would substantially expand the

open space available to the two
school campuses while allowing
park amenities to be planned
within the rn ost appropriate
opportunity type.

The expancied Davenport Park
provicies open space coverage
for the southern portion of the st.
Francisneighborhood and Ramona
Park provides coverage for the
northern portion, A park in the area
between the st. Francis anel Grant
neighborhoods can be developed
by transitioning an uriderutllize d
industrial property, This can all
serve as a buffer between existing
residential and industrial uses.

]P

Conceptual diagram of the open space strate qy, which is a
simplifier! visualization of the neighborhood parks idea,

MIGHT
Components diagram of open space strategy, which
defines the components of the neighborhood parks idea,



Thismap belowshowsthe components
of neighborhood parks within the
potential open space network. As
identified by community members
in the public outreach process. a
majority of residents prioritize having
an equitable distribution of parks
that serve the local neighborhood
as opposed to larger regional parks
that may be difficult to access.These
neighborhood park projects could
be enhanced through a partnership
with community groups and
neighborhood associations.

(1) Houghton Park McKinley Park

III ','
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Hamilton Park @ Ramona Park Davenport Park '8' Downey Avenue\:;:.I GreenbeltGrant Park @ Coolidge Park
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TRAIL lOOP
AROUND

To expand the central park core
and connect the network of
neighborhood parks, a greenbelt
can loop around North Long
Beach utilizing a combination of
flood control facilities, Southern
California Edison right-of-way
and portions of the San Ped ro
Branch railroad corridor. This
trail loop can provide an Ideal
active transportation route
throughout North Long Beach
and adjacent communities with
few interruptions by the street grid
and existing gracie-separations at
many locations they meet

The Southern California Edison
right-of-way runs the entire
length of the northern border of
North Long Beach, only having
interruptions approximately
every quarter mile. The block-
wide, largely empty land can
be transitioned in quarter mile
lengths, and while the active
transportation trail should be
consistent, the other uses can
transition from passlveopen space,
to program spaces to community
gardens, nurseries, and urban
farms. Curb extensions, areas of

refuge and traffic controls should
be utilized at street crossings
to limit conflicts between
pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers.

The western edge of the loop
actually would be formed in
unincorporated Los Angeles
County using Compton Creek and
its adjacent service road,which can
serve as double duty as an active
transportation trail. The east and
south lengths of the trail would
be formed using a Railswith Trails
model that shares the San Pedro
Branch railroad corridor with local
freight trains. The tracks would
have to be realigned at locations
to provide the available area for
the bicycle path and walking trails.
Bridge crossings will also need to
be expanded to accommodate
parallel active transportation users.

1

Conceptuat diagram of the open space strategy. which Is a
simplified visualization of the trail loop idea.

I

Components diagram of open space strategy. which.
defines the components of the trail loop Idea.



This map below shows the trail loop
components within the potential open
space network. A trail loop network
encourages active transportation,
which provides safe places to walk,
bike, or travel. offers greater travel
choices, reduces transportation
costs, mitigates against greenhouse
gas emissions and traffic congestion
and improves public health by
providing more opportunities for
physical activity. Furthermore, these
trail loops link together, increasing
accessibility over urban infrastructure
and reducing neighborhood division.

East SeE
Greenbelt

West SeE
Greenbelt

San Pedro
Branch Trail

It 11
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South SeE
4 Greenbelt

Compton
Creek
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GREENWAY
ETWORK

Parksare to be interconnected by a
series of greenways installed along
major thoroughfares by utilizing
surplus roadway The greenways
would create protected bicycle
paths and improved walking trails,
with increased landscaping and
tree canopy. Greenways could be
located on one-side of the street
in order to enhance the user
experience or have split parks
to mirror vehicle traffic patterns.
Where the greenways intersect,
additional treatments. such as
bicycle priority signalization,
should be Included to provide
increased protection from conflicts
between vehicles,pedestrians, and
cyclists.

Three east-west greenways have
been identified Including South
Street, Victoria Street, and Artesia
Boulevard. Bicycle and pedestrian
bridges would need to be installed
to connect South Street to Victoria
Street, which can be extended to
the Rancho Dominguez Adobe
Museum by another bridge. Due
to limited roadway, Harding
Street greenway would need to
be limited to Cherry Avenue and

Atlantic Avenue, with east and
west extensions taking the form
of neighborhood connectors.

There are seven north-south
greenways that are largely
concentrated to the east half of
the study area with four along
Downey Avenue, Paramount
Boulevard, Cherry Avenue, and
Orange Avenue. The greenway
along Susana Road delineates
the industrial area of Rancho
Dominguez and the Powell
residential neighborhoods of North
Long Beach. Portions of Atlantic
Avenue and Long Beach Boulevard
can accommodate bicycle facilities
and are pedestrian priority areas
but they will likely take different
forms than the typical greenways
given their unique design.

Conceptual diagram of the open space strategy, whICh is.
simplified visualtzation of the greenway network idea

I
Components diagr~m of open space strategy, which
defines the components of the greenway network Idea.



This map below shows the greenway
components within the potential
open space network. Greenways are
a conversion of surplus roadway into
separated bicycle and pedestrian
trails with landscaping, connecting
neighborhoods and commercial
districts to public open space. These
greenways should serveasconnectors
to the open space network but also
are considered as public open spaces
themselves within the right-of-way,
featuring landscaping and an urban
tree canopy that allows for moments
of refuge along the pathway.

South Street
Greenway

Victoria Street
Greenway

'6' Orange Avenue\:::J Greenway
f'1\ Cherry Avenue
\!I Greenway

---_.•..------

2000

'5' Susana Road
~ Greenway

10 Long Beach
Boulevard Greenway
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@ Atlantic Avenue
Greenway

@ Artesia Boulevard
Greenway

Downey Avenue
Greenway

'9' Paramount Boulevard
\V Greenway
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NE!GHBORHOOD
NE WORK

As most of the neighborhood
parks would be located away from
the major thoroughfares and thus
most of the greenways, a finer
gt'ain network of neighborhood
connectors are necessaryto connect
residents to the open spacenetwork
Theseneighborhood connectors are
typically located on the continuous
streets in between the greenways
and are local streets with limited
vehicle traffic. They should include
traffic calming and management
devices aswell as integrate with the
greenways where they intersect

•

Residual spaces along the SR-91
and 1-710 Freeways can further
augment the neighborhood scale
of walking trails and walking
paths, especially in the Hamilton
neighborhood and west side of the
1-710in the Coolidge Park and Starr
King neighborhoods. Additional
neighborhood connections can
be established where necessary to
augment the local Safe Routes to
School programs.

IPJ

Conc:eptual diagram of theopen space strategy, which ISa
simplified visualization of the neighborhood network idea.

'"Components diagram of open space strategy. which defines
the components of the neighborhood network idea

A number of north-south
neighborhood connectors havebeen
identified in North Long Beach, all
with connections under the SR-91
Freeway.Butler, Myrtle, Walnut, and
Obispo Avenuesconnect to the seE
riqht-of-way at the north end, with
most continuing past South Street
at the southern end. Neighborhood
connectors running east and west
have more regul3r interruptions in
the street grid, and by infrastructure,
thus necessitating easeof access to
the east-west greenways and the
greenbelt loop.



Thismap below shows neighborhood
connectors within the potential
open space network. Neighborhood
connectors expand upon bicycle
boulevards to include infrastructure
improvements for pedestrians aswell,
understanding that traffic calming
serves both cyclists and walkers
alike. Like greenways, neighborhood
connectors are considered public
open spaces within the right-of-
way, featuring elements such as
landscaping and bulbouts to help
calm vehicular traffic in residential
neighborhoods.

®

SO°ri 1000 2000

'3' Walnut Avenue
\V Neighborhood Connector

r,-.. Obispo Avenue
~ Neighborhood Connector

(1 Myrtle Avenue
Neighborhood Connector

Ii' Butler Avenue
\:;J Neighborhood Connector

f5\ 67th-Penfold Street
\V Neighborhood Connector

Coachella/White Avenue
Neighborhood Connector

Harding Street
Neighborhood Connector

'i' Adams Street
~ Neighborhood Connector
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UNIQUE
NEIGHBORHOODS

I

l

from the Longwood neighborhood
strengthened physical connections
can help build stronger association
and access to North Long Beach.

Many neighborhoods draw their
identity from local cultural, civic,
or institutional facilities, including
museums parks, and schools.
Physical features like predominant
architectural styles or housing
stock as well as the character of
the public realm and rlght-of-
way also make Lip their Identity.
Adapting decommissioned civic
structures to give new purpose
in the community or creatively
reimagining infrastructure has
historically built pride in the host
neighborhood.

ru
Conceptual diagram of open space strategy, which is a
slmptifted visualization of the unique neighborhoods idea.

Components di:Jgram of open space strategy, which
defines the components of the unique nerqhoor noods idea

With the completion of the
Michelle Obamu Library the
former North Branch Library has
relocated its book collection and
been shuttered. Its ease of access
to public transit and the greenway
network make it an ideal candidate
for another community Lise,
whether recreational or cultural
Similarly, the historic Fire Station
#12 is gradually finding new hfe.
though a more deliberate effort
could firmly anchor it in the
Grant neighborhood's identity.
The Rancho Dominguez Adobe
Museum is two-thirds of a mile



This map below presents the local
cultural, civic, or institutional facilities
within the potential open space
network. Thesecenters of activity serve
asboth nodes for community building
and landmarks for neighborhood
identity. Future open spaces should
be designed and developed around
these vibrant and unique spaces as
they are highly visible and accessible
to the North Long Beach community.
It is encouraged to redevelop or
repurpose more of these cultural,
civic, and institutional spaces into
public space opportunities.

1 I

Michelle
Obama Library

SOOy-4

Historic
Fire Station 12

Former North
Long S each library

'4' Dominguez Rancho
~ Adobe Museum
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o TDOOR
ACTIVITY NODES

Long Beach is developing a culture
of gathering in urban spaces and
open streets between the Beach
Street festivals, new pal klets,
and pop-up plazas, North Long
Beach has hosted multiple open
street festivals and is developing
plazas at the Michelle Obama
Library and Houghton Park.
Future redevelopment along
Atlantic Avenue includes plaza
concepts that together form an
interconnected plaza network
along the business corridor,

Transitioning Downey Avenue's
surplus right-of-way into a quarter
mile long greenbelt would unify
the St Francis neighborhood split
by the broad street. Similarly,
Long Beac.h Boulevard splits
the Powell and Coolidge Park
neighborhoods and can become
a unifying agent by recapturing
underutilized roadway. There is a
series of streets in the Starr King
neighborhood along Butler Avenue
that can be completely closed and
turned into open space providing
an opportunity for a tr uly unique
garden district. These streets are

redundant in that the frontage
of homes do not face them,
serving more as alleys than as
neighborhood streets

The plaza network should be
extended strategically to build
upon commercial and civic uses
that can activate the outdoor
spaces, There are Ideal locations
along Long Beach Boulevard, in the
historic node, and Powell, and Starr
King neighborhoods, Additionally
there are important commercial
nodes along Downey Avenue at
Artesia Boulevard, and South
Street, as well as secondary nodes
elsewhere m North Long Beach.
While some of these open spaces
will be public parks, plazas, and
parklets, others can be community
spaces owned and operated by
property owners, businesses, and
other active stakeholders.

I

conceptuaL dragram of open space strategy. which is a
simplified visualization of the trail loop Idea

I
Components diagram of open space strategy, which
defines the components of the trail tcop idea.



This map below shows the locations
for outdoor activity nodes within the
potential open space network. These
small-scale interventions intend to
actualize smaller common-sense
solutions to produce larger catalytic
results onto the larger community. In
an era of constrained budgets and
limited resources, this strategy of
targeted intervention is effective in
revitalizing neighborhoods asdesign
elements such as parklets and plazas
are often less capital-intensive and
driven by community support.
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tp St~r: King
\V Mlnl-Par~

Lon~wood
Mini-Park

1000 lOO:>

3 Downey Avenue
Greenbelt

I Starr King
Garden Streets

15' South Street
~ Greenbelt
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The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan maps out how the
vision becomes reality, laying comprehensive strategies,
policies, community initiatives, and projects that will
expand public open spaces and better connect them to
residents across th study area.









Several adopted policy documents
and programs provide a foundation
for the Uptown Open Space Vision
Plan that can result in a substantial
expansion of publicly accessible
open space in North Long Beach.
This Plan collects those relevant
policies and programs into Open
Space Opportunity Types in order
to layout implementation measures
that can be collectively delivered as
comprehensive initiatives.

The Implementation Measures
are designed to support the
development of the various park
and connector projects proposed
later in the chapter. For example,
instead of negotiating separate
agreements for each of the dozen

SCEparcels within the study area,
the City should consider negotiating
a master agreement with SCEand
develop design and programming
standards for those spaces.

This section is separated based
on the open space development
Opportunity Types, as they each
have special considerations, though
there is an additional section for
general funding strategies that
relate to multiple Opportunity Types
or park development in general.
Clustering the Implementation
Measures as opportunity type
initiatives provide the foundation
for comprehensive discussionswith
City agencies, partners, and relevant
programs.

lOP
Centrat Long Beach members participating in a streetlet
demonstration which simulates what converting an
under utilized street into apsdestrlen plaza looks like.,
"eOVE INSET
Communlty members joln togetherto plant ann beautify I
center median with landscaping, helping to calm traffic.
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LOS
ANGELES RIVER
The County Flood Control Facility that is the Los Angeles River has a number
of overlapping jurisdictions and separate planning efforts surrounding the
river. The Riverlink Plan had a great degree of success transitioning fallow
portions east of the river embankment to open space but largely did not
include the west bank or concrete channel itself. The City of Los Angeles
has been making a substantial investment of resources, collaborating
with the County of Los Angeles Flood Control District and United States
Army Corp of Engineers to develop Los Angeles River Master Plan in Long
Beach. The Plan would transform their portion of the Los Angeles River
into a recreational and open space asset while practicing sustainable
stormwater management

The Rivers and Mountain Conservancy, County of Los Angeles, and State
of California are beginning a similar effort for the Lower Los Angeles
River, encompassing eleven cities between the City of Los Angeles and
Pacific Ocean, including Long Beach. The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan
identifies opportunities to utilize the LosAngeles River along with adjacent
infrastructure to strengthen connections between the communities on
either side of the river while substantially expanding recreational and
natural amenities. A substantial part of transforming the Los Angeles
River as publicly accessible open space would be coordinating the various
government agencies and local stakeholders' interests, investments and
assets to insure everyone's needs can be addressed.

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

Update Long Beach's River Link Plan to incorporate the results ofthe Lower
LA River Revitalization Plan {LLARRP} and Lower LA River Working Croup

Make recommendations to the Lower Los Angeles River Working Group
based on relevant policies. programs and projects ofthe Uptown Open
Space Vision Plan for Inclusion into the LLARRP.

Transition the land use designation for the Los Angeles Flood Control
Facilfties within the City from Right-of-Way to Open Space as part of
the 2040 Land Use Element update of the General Plan.

Coordinate with the Lower Los Angeles Rivel CommIttee to identify
funding sources for nature, storm water and public access improvements
to the Los Angeles Rivel.

tnttiat» communications with the Army Corp of Engineers to ensure ali
of the City's/nfrastructure, transportation, habitat, and recreation needs
are met as part of the Lower Los Angeles River Plan



LONG BEACH UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT SHARED USE

Agreements for the shared-use of recreational facilities between LBUSD
and the City of Long Beaeh has historically been made on a case-by-case
basis or informally between interested parties. School District campuses are
evenly distributed throughout the study area, with the capacity to fill needs
for public open space access. The City of Long Beach and LBUSD are both
making substantial capital investments through recently approved bond
measures. While the needs and intended expenses forming the basis of the
bond measures were identified independently, alignment between the two
should be investigated .
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• Jordan High

Starr King Elementary

• Powell Elementary

Jordan Plus High

Grant Elementary

Within the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan study area, three LBUSD campuses
are embarking on substantial remodels and expansions. Each of these schools
are located adjacent to existing parks or proposed Open Space Opportunity
Types All three of which are identified for substantial municipal investment
through the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan Determining alignment of needs
and planned investment can result in opportunities for reduced construction
costs and shared maintenance while maximizing impact of public dollars.
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IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

Initiate communications with the Army Corp of Engineers to ensure aI/
of the City's Infrastructure, transportation, habitat, and recreation needs
are met as part of the Lower LosAngeles River Plan.

Establish a task force committee composed of the City Council,
administrators, and key School District Officials to develop a framework of
opportunities and challenges of joint use of municipal and school facilities,

Engage the California 30int Use Task Force - made up of numerous policy
organizations including the California Park and Recreation Society
and ChangeLab Solutions among others, to define best practices for
establishing joint use pol/cies and progl oms.

Catalogue School District recreational assets of facilIties and standing
agreements for users/leases, Including but not limited to organized sports
leagues, community groups, and faith based orgcmizations.

Overlay recommendations from the City ofLon9 Beach Investment Plan
(Measure AJ and LBUSDFacility Master Plan (Measure EJto determine
alignments for potential shared open space and recreational investments.

Coordinate with School District planners and Officials to determine
potential shared··usestrategies for McKinley Elementary School and
Hamilton Middle School utilizing adjacent SCEright· of-way.

Initiate dlscusslon with School District planners and Officials to identify
opportunities for joint investments for 30rdan High School and Houghton
Park that would result in shared use facilities.

Coordinate with School District transportation coordinators to Jointly
Identify. plan, and apply for active transportation and safety funding
opportunities to develop neighborhood connectors and greenways

Consldet aligning design, construction and maintenance standards
between Municipal and School District facilities where possible to provide
consistent users experiences

Work with School District Officials to establish district-wide standards
for leasing campus facilities based on functions. necessary supervision,
maintenance and insurance requirements.

Collaborate with School District Officials on establishing an easily
navigable searc:hand application interface for the public to lease
municipal and School District facilities for events and programs.

Determine the potential mechanism for introducing a future
bond measure that funds the development and programming
of joint-use facilities between the City of Long Beach, LBUSDand
Long Beach CltyCo/fege,
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SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA EDISON

Southern California Edison is one of the largest landowners in the City of
Long Beach, encompassing nearly one square mile of property that straddles
the western, northern, and eastern edge of the municipal boundaries. Of
that land, only a portion oftheir rights-of-way is used as publicly accessible
open space within EI Dorado Park and a small wedge in West Long Beach
for Tanaka Park Incrementally transitioning the balance of SCE rights-of-
way to open space can dramatically expand park access to underserved
communities, establish landscape buffers from industrial uses and create
dedicated active transportation corridors throughout the city.

Many of Long Beach's neighboring cities, including Bellflower, South Gate,
and Cerritos make extensive use of SCErights-of-way as public open space.
The Trust for Public Land and a number of these cities led the effort to
adopt California Assembly Bill 521[AB 521] - Utility Property: leases for park
purposes The bill, approved in 2009, "authorizes public utilities to lease
land acquired for obtaining a right-of-way to governmental agencies to be
used as a public park. In determining whether the lease is for fair value the
Public Utility Commission [PUC] shall consider the community benefits of
the park as a value to utility customers."

As part of the Land Use Element Update of the Long Beach General Plan,
the tapestry of land use designations for the SCE utility corridors would
largely be consolidated asopen space, paving the way for their use as parks,
community gardens, and nurseries Similar to working with the LBUSD to
establish more regular cooperative use agreements, the City of Long Beach
shall pursue more consistent arrangements with SCEfor the use of their
rights-of-way as public open spaces, where appropriate.

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

e

Consolidat the various land-use desIgnations for SCC:rights of way
within the city to Open Space as part of the Land Use Element Update
ofthe Ceneral Plan

NegotIate standard lease rat and terms for the future u~eof
seE properties within the city as pubJic open space, and establish
a f;rst right of refUsal for the ity when leases become available

Consld r negotiating a master lease agreement of all SCEproperty
within the city that are currentlyavallabl& for lease

Work with seE planners and engineers to create standards fOI
park amenities design, programming ancl maintenance within the
rights-of. way based on incremental development

Establish C1 task fore c misting of City staffand SCEplanners to
delle/op design <;tondards for access roads that also serve as gr€enways
active transportatioll facilities

Study the nexus betw
infrastructure and m
in the new open spat:

e capital improvements to electricity
t' roteg' sthat include investment

m' ies.

Investigate the introduction ofa utilIty fe
to the development, maintenance and pr
open space within SCEproperty.

e rlcity users tied
in. ofpublic



CAlTRANS
FACILITIES

As the SR-91and 1-710Freeways are some of the most dominant physical
features within the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan study area, they offer
the greatest opportunities and challenges for expanding open space access
and strengthening connections between neighborhoods. Caltrans and
Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Planning Association [Metro]
are the lead agencies when determining potential changes to freeway
infrastructure.

Metro, Caltrans. District 7, and various other Local and Regional agencies
are planning and conducting environmental review for the expansion of
the 1-710Freeway from its southern end at the Port of Long Beach to its
northern terminus in East Los Angeles. Based on the project alternative
that is ultimately selected. the freeway expansion project can be the most
expensive infrastructure project in the nation. Due to significant changes
to the freeway corridor and interchange at the SR-91Freeway. the project
would have lasting impacts on North Long Beach.

The City of Long Beach should consider working with Caltrans and Metro
to plan and construct relevant open space improvements and connections
in conjunction with the 1-710Freeway project. Cities across the nation have
collaborated with their respective State transportation departments to
incorporate significant natural and recreational improvements as part
of freeway improvement projects including enhancements to adjacent
waterways, active transportation trails. and cap parks. This is an essential
time to communicate current and future municipal initiatives relevant to
the 1-710project while it is in the planning stages.

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

e
e
e
e

e
e

Make tecommendat/ons to Metro and Caltrans based on relevant policies,
programs, & projects of the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan for Incorporation
Into tile selected Project Alternative for the 1 710Freeway expan sionproject,
including capping/bridging the 1·710Freeway,enhanc1fngpedestrian safety/
connectivity, river improvements. and integration ofSCE facilities.

Initiate feasibility study of capping and/or bridging over 1110 Freeway
as part offreewClyexpansion project.

Negotiate with Caltl ans for public access easement for the former
service yard at the southeast corner of Artesia Blvd and Butler Ave
to expand Coolidge Park under the SI?-91Freeway.

Establish cooperative maintenance agreement with Ca/trans to create
trail and landscape Improvements along usable freeway embankments,

Collaborate with Caltrans planners and engineers to develop design
and maintenance standards for improving physical and visual connections
under 51?91Freeway. including but not limited to pedestrian facllftles,
lighting, landscape, and public art.

Coordinate enhancement of active transportation facilities crossing
over I '1JOFreeway at long Beach Blvd. Artesia Blvd, and Atlantic Ave

Study nexus between I-'1JOFreeway expansion project and mitigation
strategies that include investment in new open space opportunities.



FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABIUTV

Improving park access for underserved communities is typically one
of the main criterion for determining the awards for competitive grant
funding for parks. Many of the County, Regional. and State park funding
sources also focus on disadvantaged communities, recognizing the need
for equity in historically disinvested communities. In this case, these
competitive grants would consider environmental and public health
indicators as well as socio-economic conditions. Through the extensive
research as part of the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan, this information
is readily available showing the portions of the study area most in need
for public investment for park space

While the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan largely focuses on opportunities
to create new park opportunities in North Long Beach, it will be essential that
new avenues are made for increasing available resources for maintaining,
supervising and programming these new parks. Most of the outside funding
sources from the County, Regional. State, and Federal level emphasize
creating new parks or adding amenities in existing parks, with no funding
for sustaining these new community assets,

IMPLEMENT TION MEASURES

... . . • . .. • e• ..
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5.3

5.6

S.7

Continue pursuing traditional gmnt sources from the County,RegIon,State,
and Federal government for new park development

Study the current development Impact fee structure related to park
improvements. Potential increases should eonsider compamato citi s
rat s the cost of acquisition and devef,¥>ment,and current imp ICtfeestot
emergency services,transportation, and schools.

Develop a mochanism ior ttl, City to collaborate with developers on how
development impact fees are utilIzed for local park and transportation
improvements

Consider establishing development standard Incentives as part of the
Urban Design Element of the General Plan to support the creation and/or
management of new, integrated park space, similar to Oougla~Park and tile
Riverwalk development along the Lo!.Angeles River.

Establish a ParksCon"etvancy, potentiallyexpandJng the role and function of
Partners for Parks.Thiswould Include studying best practices for organization
structure, relationship with Local gove-rnment,and funding mechanisms.

Work with community partners to study the creation of aCommunity
Land »-ust that can assist In acquiring land developing, managing and
programming alternative types of public opel! spaces.

Consider designing and programming revenue-generating vendor
opportunities Into new public open space development to augment
management and supervision.

Study the feaslbfllty of creating a market fo,.development transfer rights
of munlcipafly·owned properties to estabtl h an endowment where the
annual interest supplemf'nts park maintenance, simlla, to transltloning park
properties into the Tidelands Trustarea in exchange for relieving land use
rPstrictions on the P,kedevelopment



Similarly the municipal bond Measure A approved by voters in 2016,does
provide additional resources for capital improvements including parks,
but funds for regular maintenance and programming are not available.
The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan includes Implementation Strategies
drafted specifically for the projects, policies, and programs in this plan,
though some can be applicable outside the study area.

There are also a number of creative funding sources emerging through
recent legislation as well as the expansion of online resources and social
media. The Port of Long Beach mitigation fund, Local and State park bond
measures and new structures for local infrastructure financing provide new
resources for park development. From community land trusts to parks
conservancies, new organizational structures are being established in
other communities to augment park resources and even more grassroots
initiatives are emerging through social media and crowdsourcing websites.
Employing these institutional mechanisms and community partnerships can
substantially augment Local park development funds for the development
and even in some cases maintenance of new and enhanced facilities.

Upon sunset ofMeasure A investigate the potential support ofa community
improvement infrastructure bond measure to support local parks and other
community open space amenities.

-/ :Jea municipal rainy-day fund for the City to strategically
acquire private property during recessions in the real estate market, for
development of future open spaces and public facilities

Define priority open space and greenway projects that would be
appropriate to be financially supported through port and port-related
projects Including but limited to buffer parks, active transportation, trees
and landseape Improvements, and sustainable stormwater management

Work with Local agencies and community panner» to explore the
creation ofan Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts to support the
development of new public open space and greenway facilities

Establish a Park Giving Campaign for large corporate donors which would
Include setting a policy for consistent donation levels for naming rights of
endowments. programs, facilities, and amenities.

Work with community leaders, organizations, and Local Officials to develop
an outreach infrastructure for crowdsourcing funding of new open space
development and ennancement« to existing park facilities either to fund
projects In whole or to support Local matching funds when requIred by
competitive grants.

Identify and collaborate with community partners who can provide
sustainable mechanIsms for supporting sports, recreational. and cultural
programming in public facilities.



OREENWAYS
AND CONNECTORS

The Mobility Eleme t of the General Plan, along with the Citywide Bicycle
Master Plan deliver a comprehensive collection of projects, policies, and
programs for expanding Long Beach's active transportation network The
Mobility Element identifies the potential of utilizing regional infrastructure
corridors to strengthen local connections, including SCE rights-of-way,
flood control facilities and rail corridors. As the backbone bikeway network
largely mirrors the greenway network proposed within the Uptown
Open Space Vision Plan, the bicycle facility design standards would be
expanded to include considerations for pedestrians, open space access,
landscape, and habitat.

The San Pedro Branch railroad is the most significant rail infrastructure
within the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan study area, providing a viable
opportunity for north-south Class I bicycle and pedestrian facilities, with
grade separations over a number of major corridors. As the riqht-of-way
property is owned by the Port of Long Beach - rail facilities owned by
Union Pacific Railroad Company introducing public access for active
t ansportation would necessitate public-private cooperation. This would
likely take a similar character as the Del Mar Greenbelt project proposed
along the Metro Blue Line corridor in Central Long Beach

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

e
e
e
e

Align prior ity backbonp.
with open spac.einvestrr:

w projects within the Bicycle Ma'.lter Plan
t- ndacc ssofnewparkspace

Develop greenway strE et design standards, expanding upon the
bicycle facilities standards within the BicycleMaster Plan to inciud«
pedestrian amenities, open space access, landscape and habitat.

Engage the Rails to TrailsConservancy to determine best pro es
for establishing rail with trolls facilities in urban environmen

Establish a cooperativ
Union PaCific Railroad
transportation faciliti"

•...ntwlth the Port of LongBeach and
sand mamtain publicly accessible active
h· he San Pedro Branch ight-of·way.

Initiate feasibility plan for creating rail with trolls corridor along
SanPedro Branch, including considerations (or fleight users,access
maintenance, improvemen lallgnments. and funding sources

Id ntlfyancl pursue transportation funding sourcesto support
open space and greenway development takillg place within the
public right of-way or other transportation facilities





From funding to implementation,
community members have the
opportunity to be involved in
various parts of the planning and
decision-making process. This
model of planning assumes that
locals understand what the greatest
issues are in their own community.
Community initiatives may depend
on professionals to offer viable
solutions, but they may act more
as an advocate or facilitator for the
community to achieve their goals.

In terms of community initiatives
related to open space, the Uptown
Open Space Vision Plan defines
opportunities and mechanisms
for residents and stakeholders
to expand and enhance their

local open space and greenway
network. The following are just
five initiatives that provide open
space benefits and can be led and
executed by the community. The
size and scale of these tend to be
modest or temporary. supporting
incremental and contextually
sensitiveopportunities for expanding
recreation. habitat and social
interaction

These Initiatives in some cases
can lead to more extensive and
permanent changes in then
community as demonstration
projects that build support and
test ideas. Additionally, many of
these community projects can be
implemented in conc.ert with other

City-driven capital improvements
with proper communication and
planning between City staff and
community members. That way
a "street project" can become a
neighborhood connector or include
a pedestrian plaza.or sidewalk repair
can be an opportunity to expand the
local tree canopy.Thesecommunity
initiatives do need to lnclud e
instruments of accountability and
clear responsibilities for execution.
maintenance and programming to
ensure long term success of such
projects.

,
Contractors at Harding Plaza, which trii!n~form~d/II

dangerous intersection Into a cornrnunlev pfDZd
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SHARED SPACES

Retail developments are beginning
to provide social spaces that can be
perceived asa public space, but are
maintained through private control.
These shared spaces are often
centrally located amongst various
types of businesses and services,
providing areas to sit, relax, and
socialize using high-quality
materials, attractive landscaping,
and live entertainment to activate
the space.

These shared spaces
are often centrally located
amongst various types of
businesses and services,
providing areas to sit
relax, and socialize using
high-quality materials,
attractive landscaping,
and live entertainment
to activate the space

This type of quasi-public space is
a direct response to the decline
of enclosed shop pi ng centers
and malls in the 1990's which
offered limited opportunities for
social interaction. Newer retail
developments are conducive to
casual browsing of stores, offering
more of a multi-purpose leisure-
time destination. However, shared
spacesare controlled and monitored
through security and surveillance,
discouraging certain types of users
from accessing the space.

There are a few examples of
successful shared spaces in Long
Beach and several more that are
slated for development in the
study area along Atlantic Avenue.
Steel Craft, an outdoor food and
drink shopping center located in
Bixby Knolls, has a shared space
that successfully impersonates
a public space by featuring
communal seating, an open lawn,
and a stage for live performances.
Other nearby examples include
the Pike in Downtown and the
Long Beach Towne Center in East

Long Beach, both of which have
an activated central plaza with
areas to socialize. Shared spaces
in commercial districts of the study
area should provide unique social
experiences while responding to
the surrounding public sphere and
being inclusive to all users.

COMMUNITY PLAZA

In the last decade, community
members have helped to
transform redundant roadways
into spaces for people. These
community plazas are street-
to-plaza conversions that focus
on low-cost, low-risk strategies
to remake public spaces, and
are often done as a trial for a
more permanent future solution.
Changes can include new
amenities, such as planters and
public art, new configurations of
the street using paint, and bollards
and space for programming such
as farmer's markets, free concerts,
and outdoor movies. Community
groups are often highly involved
in the planning, designing, and
maintenance of these spaces
as they respond directly to
their open space needs. In both
commercial and residential areas,
residents and businesses have
helped to upkeep these spaces
understanding that they have
greater economic and social
benefits to the neighborhood.

Changes can include
new amenities,
such as planters
and public art,
new configurations
of the street using paint,
and bollards and space
for programming
such as farmer's markets,
free concerts, and
outdoor movies

Several studies support the
economic and social impacts of
developing community plazas.
The New York Department of
Transportation measures the

economic impact of community
plazas and found a 172 percent
increase in retail sales at locally
based businesses. These
enhancements to the pedestrian
environment invigorate the street
life of the neighborhood and
encourage greater foot traffic in
retail areas. In residential areas,
community plazashave also helped
to activate public spaces and slow
traffic speed, mitigating dangerous
intersection conflicts. In 2014, the
UCLA Lewis Center observed an
increase in pedestrian volumes with
the adaptation of these new public
spaces, with increases as great as
74 percent during the evenings.
Perceptions of safety also rose to
a statistically significant level with
most respondents perceiving the
neighborhood as being "very safe."

.now
Visitors enjoying a sunny day at

steetcratt in Long Beach.
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TREE PLANTINGS
,

Street trees provide more than L

just an aesthetic benefit to our
society. Street trees create a sense
of density that has proven to help
calm roadway traffic, Street trees
also create a physical and mental'
barrier between the street and the
sidewalk, keeping pedestrians out
of harm's way

People judge walking distances to
be shorter in neighborhoods with
street trees, and are therefore more
likely to travel on foot. For t esidential
neighborhoods, street trees help to
absorb traffic noise and enhance
privacy. In a 2001 study based in
Chicago, there were dramatically
fewer occurrences of crime around
apartments surrounded by trees
than in nearby identical apartments.
For residential property owners,
street trees have been reported
to enhance the "curb appeal:'
thereby increasing property
values. For businesses, a 2003
study by Kathleen W Wolf found
that consumers have a 12 percent
higher willingness to pay for goods
and services in retail areas that have
streetscape landscaping

Environmentally, trees produce
oxygen, clean the air, and reduce
the urban heat island effect. Trees
help to clean the air by absorbing
greenhollse gases and capturing
airborne particles that contribute
to global warming and air pollution.
Communities in Long Beach have
recognized the communal benefits
to tree plantings and haveorganized
neighborhood planting events
that bring community members
together and build civic pride.

The City of Long Beach Forestry
Program is a collaboration between
the City and community groups
to plant trees in Long Beach
neighborhoods, utilizing Federal
Community Development Block
Grant [CDBG]and State of California
Department of Urban Forestry
funding to purchase trees and
the tools and equipment for their
planting and maintenance

•
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OPEN STREETS

With their rise in popularity. cities
nationwide have started.ro host
Open Streets events, which involve
temporarily closing sheets to
automobile traffic and utilizinq
the street as a public space for
recreation and socializing. While
street fairs and block parties
provide positive community
benefits, they do not support the
broad range of activities related
to alternative transportation such
as walking and bicycling. Beyond
the exercise that people get by
walking or bicycling, a majority
of these events incorporate a
physical activity component into
their program. Environmentally,
temporarily removing automobiles
from the road has shown significant
improvements to air quality.
Economically, a 2013 UCLA study
found that businesses that were
directly adjacent to the event
experienced a 10 percent increase
in sales, with businesses that were
actively participating in the event
experiencing a 57 percent increase
in sales.Another benefit to an Open
Streets event is the social impact
that offers a new type of public
space for a community.

Open Streets events
temporarily close streets
to automobile traffic and
utilize a street as a public
space for recreation

Community groups are often
involved in the planning and
programming of these events,
and cities that host multiple Open
Streets events throughout the year
have developed expedited event
permitting processes and even
infrastructure changes to the street
itself. The designation of these Open
Streets events are intended to be
a community-driven effort with
support from the neighborhood.
A proposal for a new designation
can be made by community groups,
an individual, private development
proponents, government agencies
or any other organized local interest

PARKLETS

Parklets provide small spaces,
created by building a platform in
a parking lane, for people to relax,
drink a cup of coffee, eat a meal,
and enjoy the neighborhood around
them, On the platform, benches,
planters, landscaping, bike parking,
and cafe tables and chairs all come
together to provide a welcoming
new public space. Making these
changes does not typically require
large outlays of capital and the
benefits far outweigh the costs:
better street life, additional space
for businesses, more green space to
filter stormwater pollution, and more
enjoyment for the people who live
and work nearby. In concept, parklets
are a reclamation of underutilized
roadway into a more efficient use
for pedestrians. With proper City
approvals, community members can
organize a temporary parklet to call
attention to the need for more urban
open space, which is encouraged
each year with PARK[ing] Day. As
of 2017,parklets are solely privately
funded, not burdening the Local
agency and empowering creative,
small business owners.

There have been several studies
that have quantified the economic
and social benefits of parklets

including one in 2017 by a Long
Beach design studio that found that
a 33 percent increase in sales. The
City of Long Beach also recognizes
these benefits and has created the
Long Beach Parklet Program as a
City-directed pilot to create safer
streets for pedestrians and to give
local restaurants the opportunity
to expand their businesses. The
program has helped increase
revenue for business owners, helped
to create job opportunities for local
residents and has improved the
overall ambiance for the community
of Long Beach.

The first parklet in the city is located
at Lola's Mexican Cuisine and has
proven to be a successful case study
in both increasing sales revenue as
well as creating a natural ambiance
for guests of the restaurant. In 2017,11
parklets have been built throughout
the city and several more are in the
planning or construction stages.
What makes these parklets special
is they all have creative input from
the business owners as to how the
parklet should be designed and
function as they are paid for by the
business.
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This chapter has mapped out
Implementation Strategiesthat would
help guide future park development
and highlight how communities
can be champions of expanding
and connecting residents to open
space. Identifying open space and
connector projects are an essential
component of yielding positive
physical changes in the community
The following section highlights a
timetable of park and connector
projects informed by the community
outreach process as well as priority
projects with conceptual designs,
proqrammlnq. and development
costs This timetable presumes that
funding becomes available and that
development is phased over time.

t. '
\\jL'U
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The projects included within the plan
are based on thorough analysisof the
existing conditions, consideration of
community needs and availability of
open space opportunities. Projects
were prioritized by weighing in the
community priority projects aswell as
project feasibility,which was informed
by project timing. Also considered in
the prioritization process was park
equity as informed by the LosAngeles
County Parks Needs Assessment to
ensure an equitable distribution of
open space

Each project includes a brief
description and dashboard of their
specific locations, Opportunity
Types and project considerations,
be it programmatic design, or

development The priority projects
also include additional information
related to potential funding sources
and partners, as well as basic design
schematics.
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'iii' Myrtle Neighborhood Connector Houghton/Hamilton Neighborhood Connector

~~ Uptown Plaza Program Houghton Plazas~-!:tenw'"
c~ Davenport Park Expansion St Francis - adjacent Neighborhood Parkz ••:)0cr:A.

DeForest Wetland Restoration DeForest Park Community Park

• •• : .. • • I ·, . • • •
Fire Station #12 Adaptive Reuse Grant Special Use

North Long Beach Senior Center Grant - adjacent Special Use
~'Ocr:- Butler Neighborhood Connector Coolidge Triangle - Starr King Neighborhood Parkw'... -•••en tJ.cr:cr:

Hamilton0< SR91 Embankment Greenbelt Greenway Connector2;wen~
Coolidge Underpass parktJ. Coolidge Mini-Park

Starr King Mini-Park!) StarrrKing Mini-Park

• •• ·, .
Greenleaf Park Extension e College Square Neighborhood Park

Hamilton River Park I Hamilton Neighborhood ParkI
San Pedro Branch Rail with Trail 8 Grant - Hamilton Greenway Connector

~
'0 MECHA Garden Streets 8 Starr King Pavement to Park• N::E, 0cr:ow_ Obispo Neighborhood Connector I Grant - Hamilton Neighborhooci Connector•••enocr:-< I::Ew South Street Greenway Multiple Greenway Connectorz i

Victoria Street Greenway 8 Longwood Greenway Connector
I

McKinley Park !) I McKinley Neighborhood Park

tJ> I
DlOwney Avenue Greenbelt ! se, Francis Greenway conneeter

• •• : .. • • • ·.. • • •
Longwood Linear Park I Longwood Greenway Connector

St. Francis Buffer Park
I St. Francis Neighborhood Park

•
• 0 Edison - Hamilton Park I Hamilton Community Park::E'" Icr:'wCl•.•N Paramount Greenway 8 Multiple Greenway Connector"enzcr: I0<.. ~ Walnut Neighborhood Connector 6 Grant - Hamilton Neighborhood Connector

Crant Buffer Park r:;. I
Grant Neighborhood Park~

• tJ. I Coolidge - DeForest Regional ParkLos Angeles River Park
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While there are no new parks under
development in the Uptown Open
Space Vision Plan study area there
is currently substantial investment
taking place related to improvements
to the existing park system and active
transportation network. There also
continues to be substantial investment
in regular repairs and capital
improvements to address deferred
maintenance of park facilities.

A substantial engagement effort was
completed and funding strategies are
being formulated for the Houghton
Park Community Center, which cost
seven million dollars in 2018. The
Master Plan lays out incremental
Improvements to the park to expand
programming, enhance access and
establish an aesthetic harmony

throughout the park. The Master Plan
has evolved from a careful evaluation
of existing site character, site
accessibility, proqram needs, resource
conservation, sustainability, budget,
maintenance practices, and safety The
Community Center Plan imagines the
creation of a multifunction campus
of structures serving a diverse range
of users' needs and programs. Public
meetings have been held throughout
the process of planning, designing and
building the new Community Center.

The DeForest Wetlands are currently
underqomq a massive restoration
project to add 34 acres, which cost
over seven million dollars in grants,
that when complete, would anchor
the north end of the Dominguez
Gap/DeForest Park Wetlands

• l ~.\\q
fOOyd 20001000

habitat. These projects currently
underway have required substantial
partnerships and coordination to see
them implemented. Their continued
operations and programming
similarly need investment of funds
and resources to be most beneficial
to park users.

UNDERWAY PROJECTS [2018)

<D Myrtle Neighborhood Connector

® Uptown Plaza Program

@ Davenport Park Expansion

@ DeForest Wetland Restoration
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Projects that can conceptually be
implemented within a ten-year
period are smaller-scale open space
opportunities that can be accomplished
incrementally acrossthe Uptown Open
Space Vision Plan study area. These
projects are distributed in order to
begin filling the need for park space
for neighborhoods in the study area
currently lacking convenient open
space access. Capital investment
in connectors. greenbelts and park
expansion would also focus on
expanding access, with a number
of the projects physically bridging
neighborhoods.

Projects like the Downey Avenue
Greenbelt, Butler Avenue Neighborhood
Connector, Fire Station #12 Adaptive
Reuse,and former North Branch Library

. ,. .'""';:;.:{~'/"f',;,:~:',:t
i,'''' .

.' ;1., i'. . '," ".:t'!",_
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are utilizing existing City assets, while
lhe SR-91 Embankment Greenbelt
and Coolidge Underpass Park rely on
Caltrans assetsThesewould necessitate
substantial coordination between City
departments aswell a Caltrans District
Office 7 throughout planning and
implementation.

Ideally, the planning effort for these
projects should begin soon after the
adoption of the Uptown Open Space
Vision Plan to be ready for the diversity
of funding sources that can support
their implementation. Projects utilizing
the Caltrans rights-of-way and former
municipal buildings can actually be
tested and developed incrementally
as soon as safe and secure access can
be secured for the respective facillties
The projects reconfiguring City rights-

, 'j

I II .
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of-way need additional community
engagement and study to develop
support and consensus for their
eventual implementation,

SHORT TERM [YEARS 1 - 10]

<D Fire Station #12 Adaptive Reuse

North Long Beach Senior Center

Butler Neighborhood Connector

91 Freeway Embankment Greenbelt

Coolidge Underpass Park

Starr King Mini Park
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NEICHBORHOOD

Hamilton
PARK VPE

Greenway Connector
I • I • , ~ •• •• • • .• • •• •• " a ,. • .•• • •• • • • • I •• II • • • ••• to , ..ti ~ •• • " • , • •. • • •• •. • •. " •. • • •. , " •• • t •. •• • , • , • , • • •• • • •. I •• •• •• • • •• •• •• • , •• •• • , .• •

OPPORTUNITY TYPE

Caltrans Right-oF-Way

PARK SIZE

3.8 Acres

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Walking Trail, Outdoor Fitness Zone. and Public Arl

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE'

$3.%M

The SR-91Embankrnent Greenbelt
utilizesportions of the north and south
embankments of the SR-91Freeway
into a tvvo-rnile long walking loop.The
project is proposed to encompass
:2.0feet of Caltrans property adjacent
to 67th Street, Penfold Street, and
Eleanor Street between Atlantic
Avenue and CherryAvenue.Awalkinq
path of stabilizeddecomposed granite
and landscape edge is proposed
along the relatively flat portions of
the embankment with expanded
moments provided for seating areas
and outdoor fitness equipment.

The adjacent vehicle parking lane
along east-west streets can be
transformed into Class II bike lanes,
coupled as one·way facilities -
eastbound on the northside of the
5R-91 Freewayand westbound on the
south side Additional traffic controls
and pedestrian enhancements
ale proposed at the intersection of
Orange Avenue at enfold Street.
matching those at 67th Street, to the

MAINTENANCE COST ESTIMATE"

$55 lK Pet Year

south. Consideration should be given
to improving accessand safety at the
east and west ends of the trail where
it intersects the freeway on- and off-
ramps.

Along with the trail and landscape
improvements design considerations
for the walking trail are proposed
to address its location between
freeway traffic and single family
neighborhoods. Pedestrian scale
lighting is recornmended along the
trail with enhanced lighting within the
freeway underpass to ensure a safe
experience for trail users.Landscaping,
tree selection, and design should
balance beautification. durability
and capacity to reduce impacts from
freeway traffic including sound.visual.
and air pollution.

TO'
Aerial image identifyin9 the project boundaries.
P T f \.

RIGHI
ConceptuaL diagram por tr aylnq urb an design elernents
that are informed by the community's input.

:1"( .';',,~." .'

DuringCommunity Workshop 3,
community members from the
Hamilton neighborhood voted

on the conceptual design direction
and the distribution of space that
the SR91Freeway Embankment
Creenbelt should conslder

As a result, community members
identified that the project should
reflect a more natural enviornment
with pathways and signage that
subtly blends inwith the na ive
surroundings, while containing
amenities that promote a more
a("tivelifestyle, such as a jogging
track and outdoor fitness zones
It was also ~oundthat the design
of the gr.aenbelt should prioritize
pedestrians over vehicles with the
addition benches, trash receptacles,

and pedestrian lighting

'COSTGSTI 1 J ~ARI::BAS "DON iN WERA0ECO i P':RACRf.° ro oe v..LuPP/jRf/' tlND ANUM, vvor e FLt:( 11Jl~ TRUECosrOFC JNsTRUCTION
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Coollclqe Triangle
R

f\leighborhood Pal k

Caltrans Right-of-Way

I( IZE

2 Acres [New]

, N

rvtultif-'wpose Field Flex Space, Cycle Garden Community Garden, Wetlands Sport Courts, Skate Pari, and Public Art

I NCOSTESflM ,

$2.0Brvt

Coo lid g e U n d e r pas sPa r k i 5
p rop o sed to expand Coolidge
Park by tl ansforrning an unused
Calttans service yard under the SR-
91Freeway into approximately two
acres of new public open space.
Coolidge Park serves the Coolidge
Triangle neighborhood and three
adjacent neighborhoods, but has
limited convenient connections
for residents. With limited
investrnent, the parking lot can
be turned into a combination of
playing courts, social spaces, bike
safety course [cycle garden], and
other amenities, while closing the
distance for two neighborhoocis
accessing the park.

Thewall separating the space from
the existing Coolidge Park can
be opened to create connections
between the two. becorninq one
single public space Coolidge
Underpass Park is proposed to
b ero m e the largest covered
recreational space in Long Beach,

I I, II: COST ! ItT

$29f< Per Year

providing residents o t the city
a unique park experience The
columns, block walls, and even
ceiling of the freeway can become
a curated canvas for artists,
cre atinq a welc orrunq gateway
into Nor th Long Beach

As a Caltrans asset, the City of
Long Beach would negotiate
public access to the space either
through an easernent or licensing
agreernent. Thiswould likely require
an assessment of soil conditions and
consideration of safety related to
traffic nearby and above.Additional
safety considerations shall include
ample lighting throughout the day
and night, cleat sightlines across
the park and the ability to secure
portions of the sitewhere necessary

,.
Aerial image ~dentlfying the project boundaries

r I

Conceptual diagram por tr aylnq urban desiqn elements
that are informed by the community's input

During Community Work hop 3,
Coolidge Triangle neighborhood

community members voted on the
conceptual de:;'gn direction ofthe

Coolidge Underpass Park, There
were several goals the community
had chosen, but the most popular

goals for the design were to'l)
Identify the need to increase open

space for residents; 2] provide a
place for sitting and strolling; 3]

and create a place for exercise, ThiS
conceptual diagram aceemp ishes

the need for m e publicly
accessible open space, adding to

two acres to the x~sting park The
conceptual design also provides

opport nitles for strolling and th
col mns can also be designed to

allow for seating Lastly, skate park,
cycle garden, and sports court were
incorporated based on community
feedback, providing opportunities

for recreation and exercise

-' -. - - - ,
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NEICHBORHOOD

Starr King
,. TV E

Mini Park

D TU ~I

Property Acoulslrlon and Public Rigi t-ot-Way

PARK SIZE

0.8 Acre

I •••• II ••••••• I •••••••••••••• '"' ••.•.•• ,. •••.••.•• , , ••••••• , •••••••.•• I •••••••• II •• , ••• I •.•.•• t II I • I •••••••••• I • " I , ••••••••.••.••• f •••••

AlLOWABLE AMENITIES

Outdoor Fitness Zone, Playground, Picnic Area, Multipurpose Field, Pedestrian Plaze.anc]Walking P 1I,

CONSTRue

$2 8LHvl
YES I' ,

The Starr King Mini-Park is proposed
to be located along the east side of
Long Beach Boulevard a 67th Street.
The project site focuseson the vacant
privately owned property at the
southwest corner of the intersection.
with the potential to expand south to
68th Way and north by transforming
the adjacent pot tion of the 67th Street
into a streetlet. The new park can
be developed as a single project or
incrementally as funding becomes
available.

This property is currently a vacant
lot that /s located in a highly visible
location Although the park would
have a small service area, acquiring
the site is a straightforward process
allowing for a short term development
Including the parcel to the south
would necessitate additional property
acquisition as well as potential soil
contamination remediation from
the undergroun Fuel tanks The
consistent street grids to the north
and south of 67th Street and an

\ D 'IVANI' n v '_
"7//vl.lTF'SIlNEBAS {;IJ I N"VER~('

TA '" WFLL AS P ,Q/O[)/(. HOMEl t:"c

MAIN TENAtlCE COST ESTIMATE"

$11 6K Per Year

adjacent alleynllows for the potet tial
street closure without dramatically
impacting the local transpor tatlon
network.

The parking lot to the north of 67th
Street could also be incorporated,
either through acquisition or leasinq
the property. similar to the Miracle on
4th Street Park The urban agriculture
tax incentive program can also be
employed for portions of the park that
focuson community gardens01 urban
farming A major consideration is the
fast moving traffic along Long Beach
Boulevard which can be addressed
using traffic calming measures such
as intersection enhancement and
signage.As the new space isproposed
to be relatively small. the park would
have to be designed for maximum
flexibility programming functions
forming the edges.Determining cross-
programming opportunities Pools
of Hope - a block away - should be
studied for maximum community
benefit

Community members were
given three conceptual design

alternatives for Starr KingMiniPark
as the project could be approached

as a snlall, medium, or large
develo ment. Themost popular
alternative was also the most

ambitious, proposing to acquire the
vacant, privately owned property In
addition to the street right-of-way
to the north and the parcel to the
south. Thiswould help to Improve
the pedestrian environment for the
entire block, especiaUyconsidering
th t Starr KingElementary School
Is located a quarter mile away.
Understanding that the parcel
south is currently eeeu ied, a y
new evelop ent may req Ire

l'emedlation ifthe soil.Therefore, the
conceptual design for the project
does not include the parcel to the
sout , but should be considered in

liIlnyfuture development_
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Aerial image identifying the propectboundaries.

IlG r
conceptual diagram portraying urban design elements
that are informed by the community's Input.,
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Planning for the second decade of
open space and connector projects
should actually start before the short
term projects are completed. As
most of these projects require the
cooperation of other agencies and
organizations, negotiations can take
time - long before construction or
design begins. Thiseffort would benefit
from early adoption of policies and
Implementation Strategies described
earlier in the chapter as they provide
framework for consistent iscussions
with these agencies over the span of
various projects/sites.

Early incorporation into other relevant
projects and plans would ensure that
there can be cohesive designs and
potentially streamline their respective
development. This relates to the

• I

3

zooo

MED TERM IVE RS 0 - 20]

Greenleaf Park Extension

Hamilton River Park

b, MECHA Garden Streets

San Pedro Branch Rail with Trail

5 Obispo Neighborhood Connector

( South Street Greenway

Victoria Street Greenway

( McKinley Park

Downey Avenue Greenbelt

__ ....•• ~ • _ .•• ~ _ =.J" __ - ~. Il: -JO t' .•..
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multiple open space and development
projects taking place along the Los
Angeles River and in cooperation with
LBUSD.

As some of the projects would
necessitate the acquisition or leasing
of private property, there should be
consideration of current market
conditions versus those over the next
decade Properly forecasting real estate
trends can yield substantially greater
positioning for using limited public
dollars for purchase prices and setting
lease terms Reconfiguring public
rights-of-way - whether for Greenways
Neighborhood Connectors, or as Mini-
Parks - would require substantial
investment of time to develop
consensus in the neighborhoods to
their ultimate transformation







NEIGHBORHOOD

Multiple
PARK TYPE

Greenway Connector and Bridges
CONNECTOR LENeTH

1.50 Miles
" •••••••••• " ••• " ••• " " •• " •••••••• " •••.•• , ••••.• I '" •• " •••••• " •• 6 ••••••••••••• " " ••••••••••••• " " •• " ••••••••••••• I •• I " ••• " •••••• " ••••••••••• "

OPPORTUNITY TYPE

Public Right-of-Way and Los Angeles River
•• " •• •• • •• " • .• •• • • .• IS.. •• • " •• •• , .• It' , .• •• ]I •• .• I 1 ~ • I •• I •• •• ~ • I • • •• I •• • • •• •. •• •• •• •• •• •• • • • • •• •• • • • • •• •• • •• • • • •• • •• • • •• " , .• •• • •• • •• .•

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Class II Bike Lanes, Bicycle and Pedestrian Briciges, and Pedestrian Amenities

CONSTRUCflON COST ESTIMATE'

$171K

The Victoria Street Greenway is
proposed to be a relatively short
but essential connector for'multiple
communities that cornbines the
dedicated active mobility facility
along Victoria Street with bicycle
and pedestrian bridges at the west
and east ends. The project would
necessitate a significant amount
of cooperation between the City
of Long Beach, multiple County
agencies, SCE, and Caltrans for
access easements related to the
bridges and portion of the greenway
traveling through the Rancho
Dominguez industrial area

The existing Class II bike lanes
are proposed to be replaced by
a greenway connector that links
DeForest Park and Wetlands area
to the Rancho Dominguez Mllseurn
as well as four neighborhoods
and a school campus; this while
tying into trails along Compton
Creek and the Los Angeles River,
as well as potential tails to trails

qr eenways. Connecting these
various assetswould improve living
conditions for residentswithin these
neighborhoods while substantially
expanding access potential users.

This project is proposed to pass
over two flood-control facilities,
the 1-710Freeway, a major freight
rail and truck corridor, and two
jurisdictions - each necessitating
the coordination of multiple Local.
Regional. and State agencies.
The bikeway is proposed to pass
through the City of Long Beach as
well as the unincorporated County
of Los Angeles. The project can
be developed in phases based
Oil alignment with other relevant
infrastructure projects.

rop
Aerial image identifying the project boundaries.
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Thursday Fun Run through the Glendale Narrows,
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NEICHBORHOOD

McKinley
PAAKTVPE

~JelghbOlhood Parl<
• " • • • • • " •. • •. •• •• •• •. • • •• •• •• •• •• • •• • • •. I ~ • • •• ~ • • •• 'II • • •• •• I •• •. •• • •

PARK SIZE

Option 1:7.25 Acres I Option 2: 9.6 Acres

OPPor, UNITY TYPI;;

Option 1:SCE Right-oF-Way and Property Acquisition I Option 2, SCE mght-of Way LBUSD Joint U5e, and roperty Acquisition

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Outdoor FltJ1.?ssZone Wall~1l1gHail. Pi.'lY9(Ounci, Picnic Are, Clubhouse Mutripurposa Held SpOIts COlIris, and Cornn iumty Garden

C<>IIS IRUCTION COST ESTIMATE'

rptron 1 Sit 1M I Option 2. SSM

The proposed McKinley Park
has two potential d eveloprn ant
scenarios, based in part on
the availability of portions of
the seE right-oF-way_ The first
option for the park is proposed
to be grounded by the fallow SeE
property between Downey Avenue
and Obispo Avenue, incorporating
a few vacant private properties
to the south along 67th Way The
second option is proposed to be
developed along the seE right of-
way to the west, between Obispo
Avenue and Pararnount Boulevard,
incorporating the recess area of
Mc~<inley Elernentary School.

As the east MCKinley Park
scenario is proposed to be
developed on vacant land,
timing for implerne ntation can
generC'llly be more flexible Park
programming and design should
consider the opportunities and
limitations between the portions
being developed on private

MAl HENANCE COS r ESTIMATE

Optionl. $105 l\' Per Ife r I Optiotl2 $135.21< Pel tear

land versus seE rlqht s-o t-way
Vehicular circulation should be
considered in order to maximize
access fOI nearby residents aswell
as visibility of the park interior,

The west McKinley P<'lrkscenario
would require greater coordination
with S'CE and LBUSD, as both
components of the proposed
open space have active users If
there is an opportunity to secure
public access for this portion of
the seE right of-way, there are
substantial opportunities to better
serve local residents and well as
McKinley Elementary School's
student body.

,OP

Aerial image identifying thf project boundaries.
I

RIGHT

Conceptual diagram portraying urban design elements
that are informed by the community's input.

SCE LEASE e I

$4.61 Per Year

During Community Workshop 3,
community members voted
upon the conceptual design
direction of McKinley Park,
An overwhelming majority
of participants favored a

more active 0 n space design
asopposed to a passive one

cnnsidering that it would allow for
agreater amount of community
identified amenities into the site

eiven the large size of both
potential development scenarios,
the conceptual design portrays the
community Identified amenities
evenly distributed amongst both

properties east and west of
Obispo Avenue, including picnic

areas community gardens, outdoor
fitness zones, multipurpose fields,

and awalking trail.

. _.., - -. - - - - -, - ~
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NEICH.ORHOOP

SL Francis
P c f P

Greenway Connector
••• , ••• , I ••••• t .•.• , .•.•.•.• I ••••••••••••••••• , •••••• I ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• t .•.•.•.•••.•• I ••• " •••••••••••••• I ••••• I ••••••••

OPPORTUNITY Type

Property Acquisition

PARK SIZE

3.78 Acres

.•.•.•.•••.• t ••••..•.••.• t •• , .• , •..• t .•.•.••.••• I'"""" t, .••.•••••••.•.•.• " I •.•••.•• t '",, t .•.• It •..••.•.•.•••••• I .•.•.• I .• , •.• I I •.

ALLOWABLE AMENITIES

Welklng Trail, Playground, Meadow. Community Garden, Outdoor Fitnf.'ssZone, Picnic Area. and Mull.ipUlpo~e Field

CONSTRUCTION COS, ESTIMATE'

$625M

The Downey Avenue Greenbelt
reconfigures a qu rter mile portion
of the multi-way collector between
st. FrancisPlaceand Ha(din~ Street
to create nearly 2.5 acres of new
public open space.Traffic from the
north and south is proposed to
transition to the adjacent frontage
roads to allow for the permanent
closure of the central roadway, The
adjacent ftontage roads can be
converted to coupled northbound
and southbound roadways.

The low volume of vehicle
traffic along the corridor can be
accommodated by the coupled
collector roads - each wide
enough for two travel lanes and
a curbside parking lane A road
diet should be considered for the
entire Downey Avenue corridor, to
possibly accommodate a greenway
north anel south Vacating the
central roadway unifies the two
[ nd sc-ip ed medians, creating
an 80 foot wide, quartet -rrule

MAIN rENANCE COST E5 rlMAT

$87K Per Year

long park that would streriqthen
connections belween the
I eiqhborhoods to east and west

Traffic at the north and south ends
is proposed to be diverted through
a combination of diverters and
traffic controls, further enhancing
east-west pedestrian connections.
The park design and program shall
consider the location of the new
greenbelt within traffic - though
calmed - for the safety of the users
of the park and corridor Park
amenities should be passive and
located away from the edges of the
greenbelt with a combination of
landscaping, barriers and existing
median trees to create a protective
edge

t
AerTallmage fdentlfytng the prolect boundaries.

=
RI,.i-4T
Conceptual diagram portraying urban design elements
that are informed by the community's input

For Downey Avenue Linear Park
community members were

prompted to vote between two
development scenarios. The first

alternative would connect the
two landscaped modians that

separate the rontage roads from
the main vehicular right-of-way

into one 80-foot wide linear park
The second alternative proposes to

expanding the landscape medians to
approximately12 f et on both sides,

resulting in two separated 40-foot
Ii ear parks. As vehicular travel for

either of the two alternatives would
not be obstructed, community

members favored the first
alternative as a greater amount of
community-Identified al'nenltles

could be added onto the site. Such
amenities include a walking trail,
community garden, pi yground
multipurpose fields, picnic area,

and outdoor fitness zone

E
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Within thirty years, the long term
projects would likely have the most
substantial impact for North Long
Beach as well as the city, and would
require the most planning and
investment of resources.Some of these
projects would need to start planning
and coordination after the adoption of
the Uptown Open Space Vision Plan
to conceivably be completed within
the first half of the twenty-first century

Many of the open space projects would
also require substantial investment of
public dollars. leveraging Local.County,
State, and Federal funding sources This
would require substantial education
of, and coordination with, numerous
agencies and elected officials. Ensuring
the projects, programs, and policies are
reflected in their respective planning

'I '·1

)'m-j 3

l:mllWliI

."
z . '

.~

..~

efforts and capital improvement
programs could ease some of this
effort

Similar to medium term projects
there are also park projects that
would require the acquisition or
leasing of public land. The City should
consider a larger property acquisition
strategy relative to real estate trends
as Local governments tend to limit
spending during down economies
while real estate values are typically
lower. Setting aside a rainy-day fund
for such property acquisition and
spending during down economies
are often politically difficult decisions
but prudent for the long term.

sao yd acco1000

LONG TERM [V EARS 20 - 30]

Longwood Linear Park

2 St. Francis Buffer Park

Edison - Hamilton Park

Paramount Greenway

Walnut Neighborhood Connector

Grant Buffer Park

• Los Angeles River Park
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Grant
KTV

Neighborhood Park
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o UII v
Brownfield and Property Acquisition

I'

2.86 Acres

lLO', , I

Sports Courts, Multipurpose Space Picnic Area, Outdoor Fitness Zone, and Clubhouse

UC: n t II
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$16M

VVhen considering undeveloped
land and the guiding principles of
the Uptown Open SpaceVision Plan,
the best opportunity for new open
space in the Grant neighborhood
would be along the block and
a half of frontage along Cherry
Avenue south of 61st Street. As
this is residual land of a petroleum
facility, special consideration would
need to made related to safety and
access for continued operations as
well as potential soil contamination
remediation In addition, the
proposed open spacewould require
coordination with the petroleum
facility given that the site is not
clearly defined by parcel lines. The
design and programming of the
park would also need to consider
these relationships in order to
ensure safe and comfortable use
of the amenities.

The Grant Buffer PaT k concept
did not receive as many votes as
compared to other priority projects

I I os 11,1 l ••

$41.46K PerYear

during the public outreach process
However. the project is identified
as a priority given that its addition
would ensure that all residents in
the study area would be no more
than a half-mile distance, or a 10
minute walk, to an existing park or
priority open space project. Froman
environmental justice perspective.
the park would serve as a much
needed buffer space for Grant
neighborhood residents from the
adjacent industrial uses.

I

Aerial image identifying the project boundaries.

fl'1 If

Soccer practice taking place at sun set in Wilmington
Waterfront Park.
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$18235M

The LosAn<jelps River Park is proposed
to be a true regional-scale park
encompassing various rights-of-
way and facilrties located between
Def-orest Park and Wetlands on the
east bank of the LosAngeles River and
Coolidge Park on the west side of the
I 710 Freeway Based on the various
agencies within control and ownership
of the facilities and properties within
the proposed project area, substantial
coordination and cooperation would
be required,

This coordination is proposed to start
early through the Lower Los Angeles
River Working Group as they develop
their plan for the flood control facilities,
and thee 1-710Freeway Planning Group
made up of multiple Local. Regional.
and State agencies to determine
the ultimate design for the freeway
expansion. Earlyon, these efforts could
help inform their respective planning
efforts while providinq a general scope
opportunities for the LosAngeles River
Park in North Long Beach

1'1 1 I

$2.5t,NI Per Ye r

\;\Jhile the ultimate scope of the River
Park would be determined through
the planning processes,core principles
should follow those of the Uptown
Open Space Vision Plan and include
connecting the two sides of the
quarter mile wide gnp between the
Coolidge Triangle and DeForest Park
neighborhood. This could take the
forrn of a programmable pedestrian
bridge that encourages posrtive
connections between Deforest Park
and Coolidge Park.on either side of the
LosAngeles River,Such a bridge park
could provide a unique experience for
the region while combining existing
community assets.

It could also be a multi-tiered, regional
scale park that caps over the freeway.
naturalizes the LosAngeles River and
incorporates the Southern California
Edison right-oF-way In between
A park of this scale would be the
largest Within a five mile drive In
any clirection on the S~~91 and 1-'1'10
Freeway. Combining and expanding

upon DeForest and Coolidge Parks
with this LosAngeles River Parkwould
provide a diverse array of recreation
options Including numerous playing
fields and courts, natural spaces and
wetlands, playgrounds, trails, and even
opportunities for cultural facilities

This park could also mitigate impacts
from freight movement along the
1-710Freeway incluchng sound, visual,
and air pollution The LosAngeles River
Park in North Long Beach could take
rnany forms includiny those described
above, The ultimate design would be
based on further discussions among
the community. available resources,
political will and the feasibility of the
various components

!i,.Ill

Aerial image identifying the project boundaries.
I

111111
Conceptual diagram por trayinq urban desIgn elements
that are informed by the community's input
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333 W. Ocean Blvd.
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Visit us at www.longbeach.gov
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~ @LongBeachCity

This information is available in alternative formate by request at 562 5706711

For an electronic version of this document, visit OUI website at www longbeach gov
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Background

.0 . PlanforCouncilDistrict9
- • Startwith.aplanasa foundationfor long-termchange

Desired Outcomes

• Builduponpreviousplanningeffortsincludingthe LosAngeles
CountyParkNeedsAssessment

• Identifyopportunitiesfornewopenspacesandparksbasedon
communityneeds

• Developconcepts,programmingandcostsforprioritypr~ects

.Funding

• -HEALZoneGrantand-CD9One-TimeFunds($55,000)

ANeedforBalanace

•. Need/accessandgoals
•'Availablespacefornewlre-envisionedspace
'0 Long-termcosts,maintenance,feasibility
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Community Members as Experts

" Seriesofthree engagement events
• Purposefulto create processthat forced real-worlddecisions

Engagement Series
• TheOpen SpaceGame: Evaluateexistingconditions,identifyopen

space needs,and establishdesiredprojects
• The Dot Game: Refineand prioritizelistof open space projectsand

buildconsensusand community support for priorityprojects
• TheColorBlockWalk:Host a pop-upparkevent demonstratinga

priorityconcept and celebratethe communtiy'sparticipation

HowWePrepared
• Used LosAngelesCounty ParksNeedsAssessment + other plans

to informexistingconditionsanalysis
tI A good'placeto start to focusthe communityon opportunities
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Pur' ose of Game

~ Identifypotentialopenspacesusinga boardgame-likeactivity
considerateof real-lifeconstraintssuchasequity,incompatible
landuses,andlimitedfunding

How to layGame + Rules
fj Chooseyouramenities
• Placeamenitieson parks
• Placeparksonneighborhoodmap

Number of Participants: 64
Locations:Coolidge,Houghton, St. Francis,Grant ~gOutcomes P
• 141open'spaceideasidentifiedbythe community
" Neighborhoodamenityneedsidentified
• Commonthemesestablished
• Greaterunderstandingofparkplanningtradeoff's



Purpose of Game

• Refineopen spaceideasand amenitiesusingan interactivedot
votingexerciseconsideringreal-lifeconstraintssuch asequity
and limitedresources

Hew to Play OJ \e + Rules

• Collect stickers(that haveaweightedvalue)
• Vote to prioritizecommunity-identifiedopen space ideas
and amenitiesper your neighborhood

• Vote on one of the bigideas

PointsofConta~t: 1,501
Locations: Coolidge, DeForest, Hamilton" Ramona

Outcome

• Prioritizationof open space ideasto top 14
o Amenitiesfurther refinedbasedon neighborhoods
• Identificationof long-term,visionaryopen space ideas
• Greater understandingof parkplanning

•
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Purposeof Game
.,

• Celebratethe collaborativeeff'ortsofthe community,inform
residentsaboutthe Plan.andsolicitfeedback,andprototype
top vote-gettingidea

Howto PlayGame + Rules
• Exploreandengageinthe prototypeopenspace
• Sign-Inandcollectmaterials,includingcolorpowder
• Walk/runthe loopvisitingeverystationandvote

umber of Participants: 250
Location: Hamil~on(0.6 mile-fangloop)

Outcomes
• Refinepriorityopenspaceprojects
• Sharethe Planwithwideraudience
• Prototypethe mostpopularidea
• Greatercommunityownershipofthe Plan
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INTRODUCTION CONTEXT FOUNDATION OPPO TI) ITY COMMUNITY VISION IMPLEMENTATION

• Audience

• StudyArea

• Background

• Principles

• LiteratureReview • EXistingParks

• ExistingAmenities

• Other Parks

• Pre-Planning

• Open Space Game

• DotGame

• Color BlockWalk

• Summary

• Snapshot

• PhysicalContext

• Environment

~ Opportunity Types

• Case Studies

• Heath

• Needs Assessment

• Network

• Principles

• Strategies

• Case Studies

• Policies

• Funding

• Community

• Priority Projects

• Concepts/Costs
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For the Community

• Planasfoundationfor long-termchange

• Influenceotherpolicydecisions
• (OpenSpaceElementupdate,fundingallocations)

• Advocatefor investment

or the City + Department

• Roadmapfor future grants,partnershipsand permissions

• Additionaltestingof ideasduringspecialevents

• Identifyingfunding, grants and partnerships to implement
priority projects

• Amassingpoliticalsupport and arrangingnegotiationswithother
agencies/entitiesto determinemutualbenefit (CaITrans,SeE, etc.)



ATTACHMENT C
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION COVER SHEET

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
PLANNING BUREAU

TH
333 W. OCEAN BLVD., 5 FLOOR, LONG BEACH, CA 90802

All City departments requesting Categorical Exemptions must submit the following for each request:

1. This Notice of Exemption Cover Sheet: Complete in its entirety and sign.
2. The Notice of Exemption Form: Complete the upper portion with a detailed activity/project

description and a signature (required). Planning staff will assign the exemption number.
3. Attach an 8 W' x 11" map, plan, or graphic of the project, as applicable.

A completed cover sheet must accompany your Notice of Exemption form. An incomplete cover
sheet will be returned to your Department with a request that it be completed and signed.

Please allow 10 working days for environmental review and sign-off from date of receipt. If you
have a special need, Planning staff will do its best to accommodate your request. If there are any
issues that arise with your application, a Planner will call you to follow up.

Department Receiving Service: Department of Parks, Recreation and Marine
Contact Person: Meredith Reynolds, Park Development Officer
Phone Number: 562.570.3165
Project Address: Long Beach Council District 9, North Long Beach
Project Description: The Uptown Open Space Vision Plan is a conceptual planning document with
the purpose to establish open space goals to guide future development of open space in Long
Beach's ninth district.

Index Code: PWCIP09 North Long Beach Open Space Plan

Project/Detail Code:

Grant/Detail Code: _

User Code: _

The current cost of a Categorical Exemption is as follows:
Preparation & Issuance of Exemption plus
Department of Development Services Surcharge (9.3%)
~o~.'Xngeles County Environmental Filing Fee

$366.80
$ 75.00

TOTAL FEE $441.80

Signature. Date _

(signature authorizing Development Services Department to use charge points listed above
for this transaction)

Revised: 10-01-2012



NOTICE of EXEMPTION from CEQA
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

333 W. OCEAN BLVD., 5TH FLOOR, LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(562) 570-6194 FAX: (562) 570-6068

Ibds.longbeach.gov

TO: D Office of Planning & Research
1400 Tenth Street, Room 121
Sacramento, CA 95814

FROM: Department of Development Services
333 W. Ocean Blvd, 5th Floor
Long Beach, CA 90802

D L.A. County Clerk
Environmental Fillings
12400 E. Imperial Hwy., Room 1201
Norwalk, CA 90650

Project Title: CE-18-023

Project Location/Address: Long Beach Council District 9, North Long Beach

Project Activity/Description: The Up-town Open Space Vision Plan is a conceptual planning document with
the ourpose to establish open space goals to guide future development of open space in Long Beach's
ninth district.

Public Agency Approving Project: City of Long Beach, Los Angeles County, California

Applicant Name: Meredith Reynolds, Park Development Officer, Department of Parks, Recreation & Marine

Mailing Address:2760 Studebaker Road, Long Beach, CA 90815

Phone Number: 562.570.3165 Applicant Signature: _

BELOW THIS LINE FOR STAFF USE ONLY

Application Number: Planner's Initials: _

Required Permits: _

THE ABOVE PROJECT HAS BEEN FOUND TO BE EXEMPT FROM CEQA IN ACCORDANCE WITH
STATE GUIDELINES SECTION _

Statement of support for this finding:

Contact Person: Contact Phone:-------------- ----------
Signature: Date: _

Revised October 2015




